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ABSTRACT 
 
Country branding is an important concept in today’s world. Globalization 
means that countries compete with each other to attract the attention, 
respect and trust of investors, tourists, consumers, donors, immigrants, 
media and the governments of other nations. In this context, a powerful 
and positive country brand provides vital competitive advantage. The 
purpose for the thesis work is to define Finland’s country brand using 
tourism among young travelers as a measurement tool.  
The deductive approach was chosen for this study. Both qualitative and 
quantitative methods are used, in order to answer the research questions 
correctly. Primary data is collected from the survey conducted amongst 
young people doing their student exchange or work in Europe. Primary 
data is supported with secondary data that was gained from literature, 
articles and internet sources. 
In this thesis, theories being employed are country branding with its 
relevant aspects, tourism industry, tourism planning, tourism marketing 
and the 4P’s of marketing strategy. The theoretical framework also 
concentrates greatly on explaining Nordics as a group and image, and 
immerses deeper with Finland’s country brand. After familiriazing the 
reader with all the theoretical aspects the empirical part is executed. 
SWOT analysis is used to summarize and analyze all the gathered 
information. 
The study results show that Finland is seen as an attractive tourist 
destination and its characteristics are widely recognized. Work that Team 
Finland is doing among country branding is good, but not reaching its full 
potential yet. 
Key words: Finland, country branding, tourism 
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ABSTRAKTI 
 
Maakuvatyö ja maiden brändääminen ovat tärkeitä konsepteja 
nykyaikana. Globalisaation ansiosta maat kilpailevat toisiaan vastaan 
saadakseen huomiota, arvostusta ja luottamusta sijoittajilta, turisteilta, 
kuluttajilta, lahjoittajilta, maahanmuuttajilta, medialta ja muiden maiden 
hallituksilta. Voimakas ja positiivinen maabrändi antaa tärkeää etua tässä 
kisassa. Opinnäytetyön tarkoituksena oli tutkia Suomen maabrändiä, 
käyttäen turismia mittausvälineenä. 
Tutkimukseen valikoitui deduktiivinen lähestymistapa. 
Tutkimuskysymyksiin vastauksen saamiseksi tutkimuksessa käytettiin 
sekä kvalitatiivista, että kvantitatiivista tutkimusmenetelmää. Lähdeaineisto 
perustui kirjoihin, tutkimusmateriaaleihin ja artikkeleihin, jotka käsittelivät 
kyseisiä aihealueita. Aineistonkeruumenetelmänä käytettiin myös 
tutkimusta, joka toteutettiin nuorten, Euroopassa työskentelevien tai 
opiskeluvaihtoa tekevien matkailijoiden keskuudessa. 
Opinnäytetyön teoriaosuudessa perehdyttiin maakuvatyöhön ja sen 
osioihin, jotka ovat tämän tutkimuksen kannalta tärkeitä. Opinnäytetyö 
syventyy matkailualaan, matkailun strategiseen suunnitteluun, matkailun 
markkinointiin ja 4P’n markkinointimixiin. Teoriaosuus keskittyy myös 
laajalti Pohjoismaihin ryhmänä ja imagona, sekä tutustuttaa lukijan 
Suomeen brändinä. Teoriaan perehtymisen jälkeen seuraa tutkimuksen 
empiirinen osuus. Lopuksi SWOT analyysimetodilla suoritettiin 
teoriaosuudesta ja tutkimuksesta saadun tiedon yhteenveto ja analysointi. 
Tutkimuksesta saadut tulokset osoittavat, että Suomi on houkutteleva 
matkailukohde ja sen ominaispiirteet tunnetaan laajalti. Team Finlandin 
tekemä maakuvatyö on yleisesti ottaen hyvällä mallilla, mutta ei vielä yllä 
täyteen potentiaaliinsa.  
Avainsanat: Suomi, maakuvatyö, matkailu 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Research background 
Country branding is an important concept in today’s world. Globalization 
means that countries compete with each other to attract the attention, 
respect and trust of investors, tourists, consumers, donors, immigrants, 
media and the governments of other nations. In this context, a powerful 
and positive country brand provides vital competitive advantage. It is 
essential for countries to understand how they are seen by other publics 
around the world, how their achievements and their failures, their assets 
and their liabilities, their people and their products are reflected in their 
brand images. (Dinnie 2008, 13.) 
Country branding forms the overall image of a country, which sets a 
context to a successful tourism promoting. If your country is widely viewed 
positively, your chances of getting tourists to visit attractive destinations 
are good. What’s more, if a nation is known for its unique features, 
whether they are cultural, artistic, man-made or natural, positive curiosity 
will provide a context that encourages tourists to discover something new 
or at least interesting. The point is that tourism branding and promotion 
can best be developed in the context of successful country branding and 
promotion. (Cromwell 2017.) 
As tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries, it’s important 
to understand its effects to a country in this thesis. It is universally 
accepted that government promotion of tourism has a lot of benefits and it 
brings excellent return on investments. It generates jobs like no other, and 
its development also leads to development of infrastructure, education and 
other related industries. (Cromwell 2017.) Tourism is one of the biggest 
export areas in Finland with a lot of growth expectations directed to it. This 
year the amount of foreign tourists has been growing rapidly again. In the 
early spring, international overnights grew about a fifth compared to the 
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same time last year. This was the second biggest growth in all Europe, 
after Iceland. (MTV 2017.) 
The author also has a personal interest in the topic. The author has been 
studying and working abroad for the past year, in three different countries. 
The interest towards Finland’s country branding first arose during an 
internship in the Finnish Embassy in Copenhagen, where it was possible 
to closely follow the efforts that are done towards making Finland visible 
abroad. This gave an idea to research the field of country branding more. 
The common observation, the author made amongst young people met in 
different countries, has been that they commonly recognize Finland, know 
about the education system, nature and high standard of living, but are not 
considering Finland as an attractive travelling destination. Exception with 
this has been people who are commonly interested in all Nordic countries. 
Therefore, it rose the interest to start researching this topic and delimit the 
affects of country branding to the aspect of tourism. Is this one person’s 
perception the truth about the overall opinions of Finland?  Why is Finland 
seen as a good country but why not as a good tourist destination?  
It is often said that Finns are too concerned about how 
Finland is perceived abroad. But it’s helpful that our image 
abroad interests each of us. (Finland Promotion Broad 
2017.) 
1.2 Thesis objectives, research questions and limitations 
The purpose for the thesis work is to define Finland’s country brand using 
tourism among young travellers as a measurement tool. This thesis also 
gives deeper understanding about the style of marketing Finland has and 
what are the efforts that are done regarding country branding to make 
Finland more visible abroad. Finished thesis is designed to be 
comprehensive enough to be possibly used as a tool or guidance in real 
life tourism marketing and branding decisions. 
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In order to get answers, the research question has to be formed. It is 
important to start thinking about the dissertation with a question rather 
than simply a topic heading. The question sets out the frames for learning. 
This question, together with approach, will guide and structure the choice 
of data to be collected and analysed. A good research question should be 
relevant, manageable, substantial, consistent, clear and interesting. The 
purpose of the research question is to provide a clear understanding of the 
research field. The research question should be formulated distinctly and 
should be easy to answer. (Hemmings & Hollows 2017.) In this thesis the 
research questions are: 
How interesting is Finland seen as a tourist destination among young 
tourists and why? 
Are the efforts made by people working on Finnish country branding 
recognized by the audience of young travelers? 
The research problem of the thesis can be divided into the following 
subquestions: 
1. What is country branding? How country branding effects to a 
country? 
2. Why is tourism important to a country? 
3. What is the global image of Nordic countries? 
4. How is Finland seen abroad and what are the efforts to make 
Finland more visible? 
The thesis takes into consideration theoretical investigation and practical 
research. This thesis work will aim to answer both two research questions 
and their subquestions listed above. Finding answers for all the questions 
will help to form a general understanding of country branding, tourism, 
Nordics, Finland as a brand and young travellers’ views of Finland. It is 
important to remember that every research has its limitations and issues 
that should be taken into consideration. This research is concentrated on 
the nation branding and tourism marketing in Finland, therefore the 
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suggestions for improvement and opportunities listed in the ending cannot 
be used for other countries.  
1.3 Theoretical framework 
The theoretical framework in this thesis concentrates firstly on country 
branding and tourism. In the beginning, the author familiarizes with 
general concepts of a brand and country branding that lead to detailed 
understanding of country branding concepts. To comprise country 
branding better, Anholt’s Nation Brand Hexagon is viewed. Secondly, in 
order to understand tourism and its effects to a country better, tourism as a 
concept is investigated and tourism system is introduced. Tourism 
planning is familiarized from Hall’s theory and tourism marketing is made 
understandable with marketing mix, also known as 4P’s of marketing. The 
goal is to give the reader a better understanding of the overall concepts of 
country branding and tourism. 
Besides focusing on country branding and tourism, the theoretical 
framework concentrates greatly on explaining Finland as a country and as 
a touristic destination and Nordics as a group and image, including 
tourism. As Finland is the focus point of the thesis work, it is important to 
introduce facts and statistics about the country. Examples of current 
marketing efforts and the work of the Finnish Promotion Board will help the 
reader to become more familiar with the topic before entering the empirical 
part of the work. 
Most of the theoretical framework comes from the book Nation Branding: 
Concepts, Issues, Practice by Keith Dinnie (2008) which has been 
described as the ground-breaking first textbook to provide an overview of 
this recently established but fast-growing practice, in which the principles 
of brand management are applied to countries rather than companies. 
Dinnie’s book brings together theories made from nation branding and 
aspects related to it. Second big contributor for the theoretical framework 
was the book Nordic Tourism: Issues and cases, made by Hall, Müller and 
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Saarinen (2008). This book provided useful overviews in tourism in 
general, but also overviews to this study’s target group: the Nordics and 
Finland. 
The information about Nordic countries is provided by Norden.org which is 
a website managed by The Nordic Council, meant for promoting Nordic 
co-operation and Nordics in general. The information about Finland is 
mostly based on the websites of The Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 
and on the sites like Visit Finland and This is Finland. Lot of valuable 
information for this research was also gathered from Finland’s Promotion 
Board’s report ‘’Building the image of Finland’’ (2017).  
1.4 Methodology and data collection 
In the beginning of the research, it’s important to select the approach used 
in the research. Deductive approach moves from more general to more 
specific. Sometimes this is informally called a "top-down" approach. 
Thinking begins from the topic of interest and then narrows that down into 
more specific. Inductive approach works the other way, moving from 
specific findings to broader generalizations and theories. This can also be 
called as ‘’bottom up’’ approach. (Research Methods Knowledge Base 
2017.) 
In a very simple manner there are two major approaches to research 
methods: quantative and qualitative. Both strategies can be used to 
complement each other in one research project or to act as separate 
analyses of a single research topic. They form a methodological pair and 
they differ from each other clearly. (Flick 2009, 22-23.) 
Whereas qualitative method is motivated by the desire to understand the 
first-hand experiences of the research subjects, quantitative method is 
much more focused on testing hypothesis and understanding attitudes as 
in the questionnaire survey. The data collected in a qualitative approach 
usually ends up in a textual format such as interview transcripts, 
documents, video clips etc. while in a purely quantitative approach, the 
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data is numeric. Quantitative data collection methods are much more 
structured than Qualitative data collection methods. (Flick 2009, 23.) 
The subjects in this thesis move from general to more specific so it’s safe 
to say that the approach is deductive. The main research question is 
generated to find out the motives that people have so the methodology in 
this thesis could be categorized as qualitative research. However, to 
answer all the thesis questions and sub-questions, the quantitative method 
is used as well. Hence, both qualitative and quantitative methods will be 
used in this research. 
The theoretical framework for the study will be based on secondary 
information collected from various reliable electronic and written sources. 
Data will be collected as a desk research which presents the existing 
theory about country branding. All of the materials used in the thesis are 
public and freely accessible. The main data collection method in the 
empirical part is a survey which is distributed online through a social media 
channel Facebook. Responses gathered with the survey will produce 
primary information which then will be analyzed. The aim for the survey is 
to format the questions in a way which gives valuable information and 
insights into the destination decisions and existing images of young 
tourists. To generate meaningful conclusions, it’s important to get a good 
response rate. The survey questionnaire consists of a set of closed 
questions and a couple of open questions.  
1.5 Thesis structure 
The thesis has two main parts: theoretical part and empirical part. The 
next figure shows the thesis structure, and after that the outlines of each 
chapter will be introduced. 
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Figure 1 Thesis structure 
 
This thesis starts with an introduction part, which explains thesis 
objectives, research questions, research methods and gives an idea of the 
thesis structure. It is followed by the chapter two that provides information 
regarding the concept of nation branding and acquaints the reader with 
Anholt’s theory of Nation Brand Hexagon. 
Chapter three is concentrated on the importance of tourism for a country. 
Tourism system is presented and tourism planning is viewed in details with 
Hall’s theories. In the end of the chapter, tourism marketing is presented 
and marketing mix is explained with four P’s of tourism marketing. Chapter 
four moves on to introduction of Nordic countries and Nordic countries as 
a group. Tourism in this area is presented with numbers and with the help 
of the book Nordic Tourism: Issues and cases made by Hall, Müller and 
Saarinen (2008). 
Chapter five starts with the presentation of the target country: Finland. 
Finland’s country brand work is studied and Finland’s statistics as a tourist 
destination are presented. Marketing is orientated with the help of three 
C’s of Finland’s conceptual identity and the three marketing themes 
Introduction
Concept of nation 
branding
Tourism and 
tourism marketing
The Nordic 
countries as an 
identity and as a 
group
Case country 
introduction
Empirical research
and data analysis
Conclusion
Summary
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established by Visit Finland. 
The sixth chapter is the empirical part and data analysis. It starts with the 
description of data collection process. The design of the survey and its 
questions are presented in the research. All collected data is analyzed and 
applied in order to answer the research question. Key findings from the 
survey are pointed out and SWOT analysis is made using the information 
gained from the theoretical part and survey together. 
The seventh chapter is the conclusion of the research, in which answers to 
the research questions as well as for sub-questions are provided. The 
reliability and validity of the thesis are discussed. Suggestions for the 
further research are given. The thesis ends with a chapter eight, in which 
the summary of the research is presented. 
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2 DEFINITION OF A BRAND AND A COUNTRY BRAND 
2.1 Brand and branding 
When examining the term country brand, it is worthwhile to look at the 
definitions and meanings of a ‘brand’ and ‘branding’ too. Dinnie (2008) 
categorizes definitions of a brand in two groups: definitions that focus on 
the visual side of the brand and definitions that go beyond the visual 
aspects and attempt to capture the original essence of a brand. In 
Business Dictionary (2017a) brand is defined as a unique design, sign, 
symbol, words, or a combination of these. It is meant for creating an image 
that identifies the product and differentiates it from its competitors. Over 
time, this image becomes associated with a level of credibility, quality, and 
satisfaction in consumer's mind. 
‘a successful brand is a name, symbol, design, or some 
combination, which identifies the ‘product’ of a particular 
organization as having a sustainable differential 
advantage’ Doyle (1992, 6). 
Branding is the act of creating a brand. The process involves positioning 
your company or product in the market, planning a brand strategy, creating 
your name (your verbal identity), designing a corporate identity or a 
product identity (your visual identity), writing brand messaging, and setting 
brand standards. Your brand is the result of the branding effort. Your 
brand describes who you are and what you do by use of visual identity, 
verbal dialog and tone of actions. It is utilized virtually by all of your 
marketing communications. It is how people identify, know and remember 
you. (Hobkirk 2012.) 
2.2 Country branding 
Whether we are thinking about going to somewhere for a holiday, buying a 
product that is made in a certain country, applying for a job overseas, 
moving to a new town, donating money to organizations in different 
countries or even choosing between movies and music, we rely on our 
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perceptions of places and countries to make the decision easier and 
faster.  
Explained simply, country branding means applying corporate branding 
techniques to countries. Country branding aims to measure, build and 
manage the reputation of a country. Similarly, experts in the industry also 
refer to “place branding” which is closely related to country branding. It is 
essential for countries to understand how they are seen by others around 
the world, how their achievements and failures, their assets and liabilities, 
their people and products are reflected in their brand images. (Dinnie 
2008, 30.) 
Countries behave like brands in lots of ways. A country’s good name 
doesn’t just help consumers make millions of everyday purchasing 
decisions, it affects much bigger decisions too; companies deciding where 
to build their factories, set up overseas operations, market their products 
or outsource industrial processes, governments deciding where to spend 
their foreign aid budgets, big organizations like EU and Nato deciding 
which countries can join, where biggest international events are hosted 
etc. (Anholt & Hildreth 2004, 25.) Temporal (2002) also sees that in 
addition country branding can bring currency stability, help restore 
international credibility and investor confidence, reverse international 
ratings downgrades, increase international political influence and stimulate 
stronger international partnerships and enhance nation building by 
nourishing confidence, pride, harmony and ambition. 
The meaning of branding a place is quite simple. A place-brand strategy is 
a plan for defining the most realistic, most competitive and most 
compelling strategic vision for the country, region or city. This vision then 
needs to be achieved and communicated. The principal resource of most 
places and the core of their brand essence is highly influenced by people 
who live there and things that have been done in the place. Therefore, 
strongest strategies concentrate on directing some of the energies of the 
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population towards better communication of its qualities and aspirations. 
(Anholt 2003, 213.) 
Brand image of a country has a profound impact on it’s social, cultural, 
economical and political destiny (Anholt & Hildreth 2004, 25). Almost all 
countries have someone responsible for coordinating country brand work 
and actors brought together by the country’s foreign ministry and the 
national travel promotion agency (Dinnie 2008, 21). 
The leading authority on managing and measuring national identity and 
reputation, Simon Anholt, has defined country branding as the sum of 
people’s perceptions of a country across six areas of national competence. 
These six areas are culture, people, tourism, exports, governance and 
investment/ immigration and they are presented in detail in the figure 
below. Anholt (2002) states that a country’s brand image is its most 
valuable asset: it is a national identity made robust, tangible, 
communicable, and – at its best – made useful. 
 
Figure 2 The Nation Brand Hexagon (Anholt 2000) 
 
GfK (Growth from Knowledge) conducts the world‘s most comprehensive 
global country branding survey every year together with Simon Anholt. The 
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Anholt-GfK Nation Brands Index is meant for helping governments, 
organizations and businesses to understand, measure and ultimately build 
a strong national image and reputation. It measures the power and quality 
of each country‘s brand image by combining Anholt’s six dimensions of 
national competence. (GfK 2017.) 
2.2.1 Country brand identity, image and positioning 
Based on branding theories, a brand can be divided into three sections. 
Brand image describes how the brand is seen in the eyes of its target 
group. Brand positioning refers to brands relations and distinctness in 
contrast to its competitors. Behind both of these, lies brand identity, which 
is a conceptual whole in target groups’ minds, created and maintained by 
a marketer, in this case, a country. The nation-brand identity, image and 
positioning can derive from various influencing factors. Firsthand, personal 
experience of a country through visiting there can play a key role in the 
image that an individual holds of a country. (Dinnie 2008, 44-45.) 
Identity and image 
Understanding national identity, it’s necessary to acknowledge that a 
country brand identity is built on a limited range of all the parts of the 
national identity. It would be impossible to effectively develop a country 
brand identity that describes every feature of a country’s national identity. 
(Dinnie 2008, 45-46.) A country image is formed of mental images which 
are based on knowledge, experiences and beliefs of that country. External 
audiences, like tourists, students, investors, workers, etc. are not willing or 
able to receive enormous amounts of information about a country’s history, 
culture and people. That in mind, a key task for people working with a 
country brand identity is to be selective in identifying which elements of the 
national identity can usefully fulfill the stated objectives of the country 
branding campaign. (Dinnie 2008, 45-46.) 
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Figure 3 Conceptual model of nation-brand identity and image (Dinnie 2008, 40) 
 
The model of country brand identity and image is shown above. The 
picture displays the nature of the identity and image constructs in a 
country brand context. Different countries consciously focus on the 
communicators and components of identity that are most suitable for 
reaching their specific country brand goals. For example, some countries 
may benefit from successfully branded tourism offerings and seek to 
integrate that as a communicator of their country brand identity. For other 
countries the focus might be in sporting achievements, branded exports or 
somewhere else. (Dinnie 2008, 49.) 
Positioning 
Kotler and Keller (2006) have given a clear definition for positioning; they 
state that ‘‘positioning is the act of designing the company’s offering and 
image to occupy a distinctive place in the mind of the target market’’. 
Based on this theory the keys for successful positioning are consistency, 
clarity, competitiveness and credibility. Others being evidently useful 
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criteria, the notion of consistency needs to be nuanced, in order to avoid 
predictable and uninspiring brand communications. 
Finding points of difference is a key task in brand positioning. From a 
consumer perspective, well designed brand’s points of difference must be 
relevant, distinctive and believable. National tourism advertising 
campaigns are often criticized for not being distinctive enough. Many 
tourism campaigns make generic, undifferentiated claims for their sandy 
beaches, warm climate, laidback lifestyle and so on. On the other hand, 
the recent efforts of many countries to refocus on more precise 
segmentation strategies promote higher-end cultural tourism, where it is 
indeed possible for countries to stake a claim to completely distinctive and 
unique points of difference. (Dinnie 2008, 52-55.) 
2.2.2 Country brand equity 
The term ‘brand equity’ is a significant one in the theory and practice of 
branding. Shortly, brand equity refers to the value of a brand. The concept 
of equity comes from the field of finance, but when the term is transferred 
to the field of branding, it loses any precise, universally accepted meaning. 
(Dinnie 2008, 62.) Baker (2002, 77) defines brand equity as ‘’the value 
imputed to a brand that recognizes its worth as an asset; this value reflects 
the market share held by the brand, the degree of loyalty and recognition it 
enjoys, its perceived quality and any other attributes that distinguish it 
positively from competitive offerings, e.g., patent protection, trademark and 
so on.’’ 
Brand equity can be approached with two different ways. One approach 
could be characterized as the consumer perspective, wherein brand equity 
is evaluated in terms of consumer awareness of the brand in question, 
consumer judgements regarding brand quality, uniqueness, prestige and 
so on. The alternative approach to viewing brand equity is the financial 
perspective, which involves attempts of various kinds to attach a financial 
value to specific brands. Within both, the consumer perspective and the 
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financial perspective, there exist several different viewpoints regarding to 
what brand equity means. (Dinnie 2008, 62.) 
Brand equity can be divided to four dimensions: brand awareness, brand 
associations, perceived quality and brand loyalty. Consumer loyalty is the 
key element of a brand equity. Brand equity can create a relationship and 
a strong bond between brand and consumer, which grows over time, 
involving trust and an emotional connection. In good brand equity, the 
consumer has a high level of awareness and familiarity with the brand and 
holds some strong, favourable, and unique brand associations in memory. 
(Dinnie 2008, 62-65.) 
2.2.3 Country branding strategy 
The usage of branding techniques to countries is a relatively new 
phenomenon, but one which global competition that countries face 
nowadays keeps increasing. In the area of country branding, only a limited 
amount of theory is available, but a huge amount of real world activity can 
be seen everywhere. Furthermore, country branding is spreading and 
growing, with more and more countries around the world increasing 
resources to the development of their own country brand. (Dinnie 2008, 
219.) 
A further success for countries’ branding lies in the capacity of branding 
techniques to create meaningful differentiation. Most destinations use 
almost identical claims regarding the beauty of their scenery, the 
cleanliness of their beaches, the hospitability of the locals etc. That in 
mind, the need for destinations to create a unique identity is high. To find a 
niche and differentiate from other countries is a critical thing in the 
competition of attracting people. (Dinnie 2008, 219-221.) 
There is no universal template for country branding strategy, as countries 
are all different. Additionally, country branding is relatively new concept 
and it takes exploring of different strategies to achieve one’s goals. 
However, there are certain basic principles of a strategy. The basic 
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principles of strategy centre upon three key questions for the country. 
First, where are we now? Second, where do we want to go? Third, how do 
we get there? These three questions provide a framework within which 
strategy can be developed. Countries must decide on their long-term 
direction and scope; this involves strategic decisions regarding the 
composition of resources and competences to achieve goals in the areas 
of FDI, export promotion, tourism, talent attraction etc. (Dinnie 2008, 220.) 
To assess the current competitive position of one country’s brand, it is 
necessary to conduct both external and internal analyses. The main 
objective of the internal analysis is to evaluate the country brand’s 
capabilities across a range of sector-specific indicators. On the other hand, 
external analysis focuses on the competitors and wider environmental 
forces that have an affect to the brand of a country. Setting specific, 
measurable goals and targets is the base of strategic planning. Like 
companies, countries usually have a mixture of objectives regarding to 
their branding which typically includes profitability, sales growth, market 
share improvement, risk containment and innovativeness. (Dinnie 2008, 
220-224.) 
After the stages of analysis and strategic planning, the final and crucial 
stage in strategy lies in the implementation of the chosen strategy. Country 
branding faces its biggest challenge in implementation, since the country 
brand stakeholders can not be as easily structured and managed as the 
various business units of a commercial organization. Key challenges in 
strategy implementation include managing knowledge, ensuring control, 
coping with change, designing appropriate structures and processes and 
managing internal and external relationships. (Dinnie 2008, 224) 
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3 TOURISM INDUSTRY 
3.1 Tourism 
‘’Tourism is deemed to include any activity concerned with 
the temporary short-term movement of people to 
destinations outside the places where they normally live 
and work, and their activities during the stay at these 
destinations.’’ (Williams 2004). 
Another description for tourism is actions of people traveling to and staying 
in places outside their usual environment for leisure, business or other 
purposes for not more than one consecutive year (Morello 2017). Tourism 
also means the business of providing services such as transport, places to 
stay, or entertainment for people who are on a holiday. The concept of the 
tourism system implies that the tourist is someone who travels from their 
home location to a destination and then returns home. (Hall, Müller & 
Saarela 2008, 25.) 
Tourism is generated by two major powers – demand and supply. Within 
demand is a diversity of traveler’s interests and abilities. Within supply are 
all the physical and program developments required to serve tourists. 
Tourism includes many geographical, economical, environmental, social 
and political dimensions. (Gunn & Var 2002, 9.) Tourism industry is seen 
as a dynamic and highly competitive industry. It requires ability to adapt to 
constantly changing customer needs and satisfaction. Safety and 
enjoyment also play a big role in tourism businesses. (Destination NSW 
2013.) To get a better understanding of tourism, it’s good to have a look 
on how tourism system works with Figure 4 presented in the next page.  
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Figure 4 The Tourism System (Destination NSW 2013) 
 
The consumer is the reason tourism products and services exist, so it can 
be seen as the most important part of the tourism system. Everyone 
working in tourism must ensure that the consumer is considered first and 
foremost in all business and planning decisions. The travel experience 
relates to how the consumer travels to the destination and the experiences 
they have during the trip. The mode of travelling can also highly affect to 
the type of consumer experience, for example, flying to a destination is a 
very different experience than taking a train. (Destination NSW 2013.) 
At the point of deciding the particular type of a holiday, consumers already 
have some expectations of the experience they are going to have. This 
refers to everything from an accommodation to restaurant opening hours. 
Their final satisfaction will be based on how well the holiday met their 
original expectations. Marketing includes activities such as researching the 
market, consumers and products, and developing the business, products 
and the skills of personnel. Marketers also need to invest in advertising or 
working with the media to raise awareness of the destination and to 
generate sales. (Destination NSW 2013.) 
Consumers
People who may go on holidays
Travel experience
The experience that people have 
travelling to their destination
Holiday experience
The experience that people have 
at their destination
Marketing/Promotion
Research, development, 
evaluation and consumer 
communication to raise awareness 
and generate sales
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3.2 Tourism – an economic and social phenomenon 
Travel and tourism’s impact on the economic and social development of a 
country can be enormous; opening it up for business, trade and capital 
investments, creating jobs and entrepreneurialism for the workforce and 
protecting heritage and cultural values (World travel and tourism council 
2016). Worldwide, the tourism industry has experienced steady growth 
almost every year. During a ten-year period, international tourist arrivals 
increased from 528 million in 2005 to 1.19 billion in 2015. (World Tourism 
Organization 2017.) 
Over the decades tourism has become one of the fastest growing 
economic sector in the world. Modern tourism and development are 
closely linked to each other and comprise a rising number of new 
destinations. These have turned tourism into an important driver for socio-
economic progress. Today, the business volume of tourism is the same or 
even bigger than in oil exports, food products or automobiles. (World 
Tourism Organization 2017.) 
As tourism has become one of the major players in international trade, it 
represents at the same time one of the main income sources for many 
developing countries (World Tourism Organization 2017). Remote, 
landlocked states, in particular, can find it difficult to compete in the other 
industries and therefore turn to tourism as a key component of their 
economic development. Other nations, blessed with attractive climates 
and sights, but poor in other resources, also rely heavily on tourism as a 
reliable revenue stream (Hall, Müller & Saarinen 2008, 27.) 
3.3 Tourism planning 
The whole tourism industry relies greatly on careful planning and different 
strategies that should be constantly measured and developed. Planning is 
a dynamic process of determining goals, systemically selecting alternative 
courses of actions to achieve those goals, implementing the chosen 
alternatives and evaluating the choice to determine if it was successful. In 
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the context of tourism planning it’s the process of considering the needs of 
people planning a trip and using those factors to determine the best 
resources, programs and activities for their trip. Tourism planning is 
intended both for people who live in the place, and for tourists who travel 
there. (Joseph 2015.) 
In his book C. Michael Hall (2000) Tourism Planning: policies, process and 
relationships, defines tourism planning as following: It is integrating 
planning and management in a single process aiming at continuous 
improvement and searching the answers to the following questions: 
1. Where are we now? (monitor and evaluating) 
2. Where do we want to go? (plan) 
3. How do we get there? (action) 
There has to be a clear picture of the current situation in the destination as 
the basis for the tourism is created by that. After that, one can plan a 
picture about the future and define what would be the ideal situation. The 
last step is to actually create the plan of actions which finally leads to the 
aimed goal. (Hall 2000, 113.) These steps are made more understandable 
with the help of Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5 Tourism planning (Hall 2000, 113) 
•What is needed: economical resources, human 
resources, the strategy and a step by step plan.
The actual plan for 
reaching the goals
•Improvements in the infrastructure and basic 
services, more visitors, increase in income etc.The ideal situation
•The number of tourists, the main attractions, the 
biggest motivators for visiting the area
The current 
situation
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It is valuable for a nation, state or area to make specific plans for tourism 
development from time to time and tie them up with the system of ongoing 
tourism planning. (Gunn & Var 2002, 6.) The planning process is essential 
as it provides plenty of resources and information for travelers, while 
ensuring that the location and local businesses provide everything needed 
to improve their tourism. In tourism planning, every factor is considered, 
ranging from finding a variety of accommodations to fit travelers’ different 
wants and needs to locating special programs and activities in that 
location. (Joseph 2015.)  
Planning should be directed towards goals of visitor satisfactions, 
protected resource assets, community and area integration, as well as 
more commonly accepted goals of improved economy and business 
success. Tourism planning’s main purpose must be the long-term 
improvement of all involved. This is because tourism involves so many 
individuals and organizations that it must be planned with greater unity of 
purpose. Unless planning can predict a better future, it will be ineffective. 
(Gunn & Var 2002, 45-50.) 
3.4 Tourism marketing 
Before tourism marketing it is important to look at the term marketing. 
American Marketing Association (2013) defines marketing as an activity, 
set of institutions, for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging 
offerings that have value for customers and society at large. Business 
Dictionary (2017b) compacts marketing as a management process 
through which goods and services move from concept to the customer. 
Marketing includes the coordination of four elements called the 4 P's of 
marketing. 
Related to this, tourism marketing is the business discipline of attracting 
visitors to a specific location (Grassi 2015). It means applying marketing 
concepts in the travel and tourism industry. Marketing is a key element in 
tourism as it is one of the links between the desire and latent demand of 
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the consumer and conversion into actual experience in the consumption of 
the tourism product. (Hall, Müller & Saarinen 2008, 25.) 
Tourism marketing has adopted many characteristics from other marketing 
plans. The difference is that tourists are exposed to areas goods and 
services for a short time, because of their limited time spend on the 
location. Tourists usually are expecting to have a good time during their 
visits, which puts pressure on marketers. Tourism marketing is different 
than traditional product marketing because the customer purchases a 
series of services, but is left with very little concrete value at the end of his 
trip. As a result of this, marketing initiatives have to highlight the value of 
memories and experiences. Collection of services needs to be made 
easily accessible and add value through additional programming and other 
factors. (Morello 2017.) 
Competing against the whole world demands creative and unique 
approaches. Convincing the customer that the item they are purchasing 
provides good value, and that the level of services is the same as 
described, is the key challenge in tourism marketing. To be successful, 
your marketing should constantly put forth the best possible image of your 
destination, while creating interest on a broad scale in as many ways as 
possible (Morello 2017.) 
3.4.1 Marketing mix 
In order to clarify the complex meaning of tourism marketing it is good to 
use a marketing mix as a tool for this. The term 'marketing mix' is used to 
describe the key marketing elements that an organization has to address 
in order to meet its customer’s needs and expectations.  It is one of the 
most important concepts in today's travel and tourism sector and is 
commonly referred to as the 'four Ps', presented with a figure after the 
explanations. The four P’s in the tourism industry are: 
• Product: Tourism as a product differs from other products due 
to its large canvas. It covers a range of elements such as accommodation, 
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food and beverages, transportation, attractions, recreation and of course 
the customer’s own outlook. In a marketing mix a product is any offering 
which satisfies customer’s needs. “Product”, in a tourism context is the 
“destination” for a tourist. Since tourism business is all about experience of 
a tourist, it has to have a different approach. (Hattangadi 2014.) 
• Price: Can be defined as the amount of money that customer 
pays for the package offer. Tourists decide by the experience whether the 
package is correctly priced. Pricing should be based on the offer and 
destination and can vary according to the package and value-added 
services. Tourism products are rarely identical, so pricing strategies may 
evolve as a tourism destination develops. For most tourism businesses 
setting prices is market based. Price also depends highly on the 
seasonality element since tourism business is seasonal in nature. 
(Hattangadi 2014.) 
• Place: In case of tourism industry, distribution is a difficult 
aspect. Distribution is often defined as making a product available to the 
customer. Distribution includes a lot of activities to be undertaken to make 
the product available and accessible for its customers. If we look at 
tourism as a service product, the customers need to be transported to 
various destinations (points of sale), and its channels are tourist operators, 
agents, wholesalers, tourist company’s website, social media etc. Retailers 
provide an access to the place before arriving to the destination via online 
marketing. They sell the products, which in this case, are travel packages. 
Wholesalers are businesses that will sell product through established retail 
distribution channels both at shop front and online on behalf of the service 
provider.  In place matters, technology has played a key role for travel 
industry. (Hattangadi 2014.) 
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• Promotion:  is the act of informing the customers about 
existence of a product. This activity consists of educating, persuading and 
reminding the customers about the product. Nowadays people are starting 
to prefer less-traveled destinations. Distinctive advertising strategies help 
to promote nation as a brand, which develops a wide range of choices in 
the world. It’s very important to highlight the best features of the location to 
make a positive image and at the same time to capture the essence of the 
place. Tourism destinations are faced with a rapidly changing surrounding, 
nature, high competition and increasing demands from travelers. This 
demands for adaptable and workable marketing strategies. (Hattangadi 
2014.) 
3.4.2 Social media 
As the target group for this study will be young travelers (aged 18-30) and 
the research will be conducted via social media channels, it was relevant 
to include the use of social media to this research. Before the social 
media, there were only a few methods to find out information about 
specific locations. Visitors had to rely on material such as brochures and 
advertisements. Common way was also to ask from someone who had 
Figure 6 Four P's of tourism marketing (Hattangadi 2014) 
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already been in the destination or ask travel agencies. The information got 
with these methods was not very reliable. 
Social media has had a huge impact on all aspects of our lives including 
the tourism industry. In many ways social media has changed customers’ 
decision making and the way people are planning their trips. Travellers 
frequently rely on social networking sites to discover and learn about new 
travel destinations and to make decisions when planning trips. People 
tend to share their travel experiences, impressions and special moments 
online, but also tell their opinions about hotels, restaurants, airlines or 
even car rental services. All of those things have a direct impact on the 
target audience and their future travels. (Kazak 2016.) 
Social media plays a big role in information search and decision-making 
behaviors, marketing activities and interacting with customers. Travel and 
tourism are highly depended on the word of mouth opinions, 
recommendations and comments on social media platforms. Social media 
enables customers to share their suggestions and tips to others. Social 
media’s influence on tourism sector is likely to keep growing in the 
upcoming years and a lot of companies are trying to establish partnerships 
with TripAdvisor, Google, Instagram and other media to boost their 
marketing. (Kazak 2016.) 
The creative use of technologies will allow places to co-create identities, 
experiences and imaginaries as traditional marketing promotion will not 
win the hearts and minds of a global audience any longer. (Kazak 2016.) 
The influence of social media is demonstrated with statistics in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 ‘’ Technology Has Revamped The Way We Travel’’ (Chill Feels 2016) 
 
For governments the use of social media provides vehicles for instant 
global distribution, ‘’getting your story out’’. So, with the use of social 
media as a country branding tool, the minimum you gain is a say in the 
shaping of the narratives about your country, your leaders, your decision-
making, your policies, your actions and so on. Many people are already 
posting what they think about a country so being on social media helps 
countries to engage with these people and sometimes to handle negative 
posts. (Dua 2015.) 
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The importance of social media as a tool of not just tourism marketing, but 
country branding too, has gained traction in U.S. foreign policy initiatives. 
The Obama administration’s creation of “Diplomacy 2.0” brought the use of 
Twitter and other social media sites to the front line of public diplomacy 
practices. The focus on diplomacy via social media by the Obama 
administration was a first step towards improvement in the overall 
American brand. Engagement is an important part of diplomacy and using 
social media is one way to promote a positive image. (Harris 2013.) 
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4 THE NORDICS 
4.1 Nordic countries 
Nordic countries make up the northernmost part of Europe, extending into 
the Arctic. While Scandinavia is made up of Denmark, Norway and 
Sweden, Nordic countries also include Finland and Iceland. Greenland is 
geographically a part of North America, but is politically linked to the rest of 
the Nordic countries by being both an integral part of the Danish Kingdom 
and a member of the Nordic Council. (Hall, Müller, Saarinen 2008, 10-15.) 
 
Table 1 Nordic countries (The Nordic Council of Ministers 2017a) 
Finland Sweden Norway Denmark Iceland 
5,498,211 9,880,604 5,265,158 5,724,456 335,878 
Helsinki Stockholm Oslo Copenhagen Reykjavík 
Republic Monarchy Monarchy Monarchy Republic 
Euro - € Swedish krona 
- SEK 
Norwegian 
krone - NOK 
Danish krona - 
DKK 
Icelandic króna 
- ISK 
Finnish & 
Swedish 
Swedish Norwegian & 
Sami 
Danish Icelandic 
 
These five neighbors, presented in the table above, share a heritage 
trailing back at least to the Viking Age, with close cooperation today. At 
almost 1.2 million square kilometers, Nordic countries form one of the 
largest regions in Europe, but are home to only around 24 million people, 
accounting for a mere 4% of Europe’s population. The Nordic countries 
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contain some of Europe's greatest natural wonders, and boast with a high 
standard of living. (The Nordic Council of ministers 2017b.) 
Culturally and historically the Northern part of Europe has been under a 
political rule by the three kingdoms Sweden, Norway and Denmark. Nordic 
countries share many cultural traits, including similar flags and similarity of 
languages, except Finnish. Finland, Sweden and Denmark have become 
EU members; Norway and Iceland have rejected EU membership but 
belong to the EFTA (free trade with EU) and the Schengen area. Also, 
there is a Nordic passport union between the countries which means that 
Nordic citizens can travel to other Nordic countries without a passport. 
(The Nordic Council of ministers 2017b.) 
All the Nordic countries have become high-income countries. Norway and 
Iceland have profited with their natural resources. Finland and Sweden 
have benefitted from their natural resources as well, but additionally with 
their strong brands like Nokia and Volvo too. Denmark has had success in 
many industries but especially in agriculture. High minimum wages and 
taxes translate into high prices for visitors. (The Nordic Council of 
ministers 2017b.) 
4.2 Values 
Equality between men and women is a fundamental value in Nordic 
countries. Nordic co-operation on gender equality issues has contributed 
towards making the Nordic region the most gender equal region in the 
world. Other important value in Nordic region is responsibility. Nordic 
countries are committed to international engagement, working with a wide 
range of international organizations and with neighboring countries, for 
example on combating human trafficking and protecting the environment in 
the Baltic Sea and in the Arctic. (The Nordic Council of Ministers 2017a.) 
Nordics appreciate nature and nature is close to all of them. Inside the 
region you can find variety of natural landscapes and an abundance of 
natural resources that are well protected, as well as utilized for sustainable 
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energy production. Nordic countries work together to find new, smart 
solutions for the bioeconomy. (The Nordic Council of Ministers 2017a.) 
Nordic countries have one of the most highly educated populations in the 
world. Nordics aim to focus on opportunities for children and young 
people. For example, studies at higher education institutions are funded by 
government throughout the region. Nordic countries have successfully 
adapted their welfare model to operate in an increasingly uncertain global 
economy. (The Nordic Council of Ministers 2017a.) 
Nordics are on top on many international rankings. At the moment, they 
are leading countries in the world in transparency, trust, the environment, 
gender equality and happiness. Considerable global interest in Nordic 
architecture, film, food, fashion, and music is rising its head all the time. 
Nordic countries aim to expand the visibility of the region and support the 
culture both within and beyond the region’s borders. (The Nordic Council 
of Ministers 2017a.) 
‘’Being Nordic is a valuable identity and a strong 
trademark.’’ (SuomiFinland100 2017a.) 
4.3 Nordic co-operation 
The main thing inside the area is the co-operation between Nordic 
countries. The main official bodies of Nordic cooperation are the Nordic 
Council, founded in 1952, and the Nordic Council of Ministers, founded in 
1971. The primary objective of the Nordic Council is to make the Nordic 
region one that people want to live and work in. (SuomiFinland100 2017a.) 
This culminates in with the collaboration of The Nordic prime ministers. 
They have initiated six new flagship projects, all based on consolidating 
Nordic positions of strength. The flagship projects are: Nordic Climate 
Solutions, Nordic Energy Solutions, Nordic Sustainable Cities, Nordic 
Welfare Solutions, Nordic Food Policy Lab, and The Nordic Gender Effect 
at Work. (The Nordic Council of Ministers 2017a.) 
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The Nordic model is built on a tradition characterised by a strong rule of 
law, active popular movements and civil society organisations, freedom of 
expression, equality, solidarity and strong relationship with nature. Publicly 
funded healthcare, family allowance and unemployment benefit are all 
good examples of Nordic welfare model's social security system.  
(SuomiFinland100 2017a.) 
Nordic primeministers have agreed that Nordic countries should have a 
mutual identity and even a brand. A vision ‘’Together we are stronger’’ is 
based on four key factors which are; 
1. Nordics without borders 
2. Nordic innovativity 
3. Visible Nordics 
4. Accessible and outgoing Nordics (Lehtonen 2015.) 
The Nordic Council has made an international profiling and positioning 
strategy for the years 2015-2018. This report highlights the common 
strengths that these countries share with each other. ‘’The Nordic model’’ 
is supposed to be developed in a harmony with the rest of the world. The 
report guides all the Nordics to ask themselves what the Nordics can offer 
to other countries and how relationships with others can benefit Nordics. 
Stronger position is planned to be achieved via strategically targeted, 
coordinated joint communication. The mission is not to weaken countries’ 
own characteristics, but to highlight the common things Nordic countries 
share. (Lehtonen 2015.) 
The further we go, the smaller one country looks alone. In remote 
destinations Finland and other Nordics benefit from marketing together. In 
close markets the countries are competitors, but in long-distance markets 
it’s reasonable to do co-operation. Common tourist products and common 
image stand out more than one country’s individual efforts. (Virkkunen 
2016.) 
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4.4 Tourism 
If the interest of tourists in Nordic countries and 
Scandinavia grows, all countries will share in that (The 
Local Se 2017). 
Althought relatively small in terms of population, Nordic countries are 
significant international tourism market for a number of destinations. 
Inbound and domestic tourism is important for the economies, especially in 
rural areas. Domestic tourism particurarly to the cottage and summer 
house is an extremely important part of Nordic identity. (Hall, Müller & 
Saarinen 2008, 22). 
About 39.9 million foreign overnights were made in the Nordic countries 
(excluding Iceland) in 2016 and there was a notable growth from last year 
in each of the country. The majority of foreign overnight stays in the Nordic 
countries are from Europe. Most tourists spending overnights in Nordic 
region came from Germany, UK and Netherlands. Summer has been the 
peak season in most of the Nordic countries except in Finland, that stands 
out more as a winter destination. (Visit Finland Statistics 2017.) 
The number of foreign overnight stays in Sweden last year grew to 14,1 
million, Denmark came second with 11.6 million, Norway third with 8.5 
million, Iceland fourth with 6.8 million, and Finland last with 5.8 million. 
More foreign tourists chose to spend a night in Sweden than any other 
Nordic country last year taking almost 40% of total overnight stays. The 
differences between countries were not big, so there is a possibility for 
Sweden to lose its first place to Denmark in upcoming years. (The Local 
Se 2017.) 
Needless to say, nature is among the biggest attractions across the entire 
Nordic region, with visitors from all corners of the world travelling to see 
the dramatic fjords, scenic islands, volcanoes, lush forests, lakes, 
waterfalls and idyllic farmlands. Nordic countries have a lot to offer from 
arctic wilderness to royal palaces and old cities. (Nordic Visitor 2017.) 
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Besides the nature, the major cities are equally attractive to travellers. The 
capital cities (Helsinki, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Oslo and Reykjavik) are 
typically the most popular city destinations. They are well known as hubs 
of cutting-edge designs as well as innovative cuisine, art and music. Most 
people travelling to Nordics are also looking to experience the natural 
phenomena like midnight sun and northern lights. Many historical sites, 
landmarks and museums complement the supply of attractions. Moving 
between Nordic countries is popular especially for tourists coming from 
further countries. For those tourists’ scenic drives, railways and cruises 
have become a thing to experience. (Nordic visitor 2017.) 
Winter tourism activities have a long history in Nordic countries and are an 
important part of the broader Nordic image. Most of the winter tourist 
destinations are currently transforming, or have already transformed, to all-
season destinations, but winter still represents the major season for them. 
Winter tourism has a major role especially in Finland, Norway and Sweden 
and more specifically in their northern and/or mountainous areas. (Hall, 
Müller & Saarinen 2008, 240-242.) 
Nordic winter tourism has faced new kind of interest from visitors. Many of 
the new attraction elements are based of the usage of elements that are 
previously seen as disadvantages; such as darkness, coldness and snowy 
landscapes. This strategy has been successful due to the contrast it can 
create compared to tourists' home environments. In the future global 
warming might change the way people see Nordic countries when areas 
like Caribbean or the Mediterranean may get too warm, therefore making 
the Nordic countries more attractive in summer as well as in winter. (Hall, 
Müller & Saarinen 2008, 240-242.) 
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5 THE COUNTRY IMAGE OF FINLAND  
5.1 Finland in brief 
Finland is situated in northern Europe and its neighboring countries are 
Sweden, Norway and Russia.  Finland is a republic which became a 
member of the European Union in 1995. Its population is 5.5 million, 
around a million of whom live in the area in and around the capital city, 
Helsinki. (Nordic co-operation 2017.) 
Finland can be considered as an equal, democratic and functional society. 
Standard of living and quality of life are high. (Nordic co-operation 2017.) 
Finland is consistently ranked very highly in international comparisons on 
issues from quality of life to clean environments and clean solutions. 
Finnish people are known to be down-to-earth, reliable and well-educated. 
(Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
Forests and lakes characterise the broad Finnish landscape. Finland is 
called 'the land of the thousand lakes', as its inland lakes and rivers make 
up 10% of the country. The large areas of forest cover almost two thirds of 
all country. Emphasis on nature makes Finland stand out from other 
European countries. In Finland the air is clean and you can drink clean tap 
water everywhere. Nature is an integral part of the Finnish way of life. 
(Nordic co-operation 2017.) 
Finland is commonly famous for mobile phones, design, education and 
Moomins. Good education is the cornerstone of Finnish society as Finland 
has one of the most advanced educational systems in the world.  Finland 
is also a globally leading country in the field of information technology. The 
most important revenue sources for Finland are forestry, technology and 
metal industries. (Nordic co-operation 2017.) More facts about Finland are 
presented in the Figure 8.  
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Figure 8 Finland in facts (Visit Finland 2016) 
 
5.2 Country brand work 
‘’Everyone who speaks or writes about Finland, or who 
documents Finland in any way, is in a way helping to 
format Finland’s country brand.’’ (Finland Promotion Board 
2017). 
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During the time of millennium, three most important things contributing a 
change to Finland's country image were the rise of Nokia, the effects of 
the collapsed Soviet Union, and Finland’s admission to the EU. 
Nonetheless Finland's country brand is still influenced by previous wars, 
country’s development and the consequent growth in well-being and 
know-how. (Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
Unlike reputations, country brand takes a lot of time to change. Country 
brand work must involve purposeful and persistent advocacy, 
communications and marketing. Finland’s country brand also comprises 
things that cannot be influenced, such as geographical location, history, 
wars and well-known Finns. Successful country branding work is ultimately 
reflected in such important fields as political and economical success. 
Building Finland's brand has been a long-term job with successful 
reshaping throughout Finland's history. (Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
Finland's country brand work is a sum of many actors. Country brand work 
doesn't mean only some individual campaigns; it also means long-term, 
slow advocacy, communications and marketing. The job for Finland's 
Promotion Board is to bring together key country-brand actors and 
coordinate all the activities. The diplomatic missions play an important role 
as a channel of communicator for various audiences in the host country, 
displaying them the society, people and culture of Finland and conveying 
Finland’s opinion on different issues. (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of 
Finland 2017a.) 
With diplomatic missions Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Finland refer to 
embassies and their separate offices in various states, and permanent and 
special missions to international organizations and co-operation organs. 
The network of Finnish missions abroad comprises 89 offices, with 71 one 
of them being embassies. (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 2017b.) 
Promoting the interests of Finland and Finns abroad, are key tasks for the 
Finnish embassies and consulates general located around the world. In 
addition, they are an integral part of the network of Finnish activities in the 
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host country. The significance between tasks vary depending with the 
missions' location country. In some countries the focus can be on 
influencing foreign and security policy and reporting on this to Helsinki, 
while in other countries the emphasis can be focused on export promotion 
or, for example, building Finland’s country brand through public diplomacy. 
Many missions also handle Finland's relations in neighboring countries 
too. (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 2017b.) 
Public diplomacy is done mostly all through the media and culture but also 
through other means of promotion and influence. Together with its 
partners, Finland's Foreign Ministry engages in extensive co-operation to 
increase Finland’s influence, appeal and visibility worldwide. This is called 
public diplomacy. Public diplomacy is based on Finland’s real strengths, 
which serve as the base for building a strong country brand, i.e. Finland’s 
international distinctive features. (Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland 
2017b.) 
Missions are also doing export promotion work for Finnish companies. To 
make Finnish companies find their foothold easier, the diplomatic missions 
engage in export promotion on behalf of Finnish companies with actors 
belonging to Team Finland, like Finpro, Tekes and Finnvera. Team Finland 
network consists of 15 organizations and is made for boosting Finland's 
and Finnish companies' success abroad. Finpro covers three functions: 
Export Finland, Invest in Finland and Visit Finland. The main task for these 
three is helping domestic companies' with internationalization, getting 
foreign invests to Finland and promoting Finland as a touristic destination. 
Finpro's mission is to bring growth to Finland. (Tekes 2016.) 
Brander and Theman in the online issue ''Building the Image of Finland'' 
(Finland Promotion Board 2017) highlight the fact that eventhough our 
starting point for the future is among the best, we still have room for 
improvement in building our country image. ''Especially today, the 
international climate and our own economic situation mean that we must 
take country branding work seriously, and that it must play a strategic role 
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in Finland’s activities''. They state that Finland's promotion board works full 
time to spread the word about Finland’s strengths, and tell the story of 
Finland to the world. 
5.3 Finland in world media 
The Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland regularly contacts diplomatic 
missions around the world to share their views and reports on how Finland 
has appeared in the media in certain countries. These reports have been 
gathered annually since 2001. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs received a 
total of 75 reports from 69 countries for 2016 review. Summary of the 
report from past three years is presented with word cloud in the next page. 
Finland's diplomatic missions reported that Finland’s reputation had 
remained mainly unchanged during the last years. Finland’s reputation in 
the media is positive in most countries, and in some places Finland is even 
greatly admired. The further we go, the weaker the brand of Finland gets. 
Closer to Finland and in the eyes of our neighbor the brand is strong. 
(Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
The reports underline that the main theme which Finland is best known in 
media is education. Although Finland is not getting first place at PISA 
(Programme for International Student Assesment) rankings, it's still known 
as a country where educational issues have traditionally been addressed 
effectively. In addition to education, Finland was positively portrayed in the 
world media in 2016, in relation to the welfare state, the lack of corruption, 
well-functioning society, and overall high rankings in different 
comparisons. (Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
In 2016 Finland’s experimentation with a basic income pilot scheme 
attracted the most interest, at the level of individual news issues, with 
news describing Finland as a bold experimenter and a pioneer. Also, 
Finland’s economic reputation seemed to have improved after a period of 
difficult times. (Finland Promotion Board 2017.) 
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Reputation for tourism keeps growing, specially thanks to Lapland. 
Finland’s top positions in important tourism rankings brought considerable 
media coverage. Finland’s reputation as a high-tech expert has been 
maintained by interest in the Slush start-up event, the start-up spirit, 
cleantech, Rovio and the wider gaming industry, as well as continuing 
interest in Nokia. Regarding individual Finns, the most visible names were 
Formula 1 drivers and artists and designers like Kimi Räikkönen, Saara 
Aalto, Tove Jansson and Alvar Aalto. From political view Alexander Stubb 
remained a very prominent European politician in the world media. 
(Finland Promotion Board 2017.)  
 
Figure 9 Finland in the world media (Ministry for Foreign Affairs 2016). 
 
5.4 Finland as a tourist destination 
Tourism has become more important for the Finnish economy during 
recent years. For several successive years revenue generated by tourism 
has risen to about 14 billion euros. Tourism sector employs about 140 000 
people. Tourism also affects significantly to other sectors like commerce, 
transport and construction. (Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment 
of Finland 2016.) Investing in the development of tourism infrastructure, 
there is a great growth potential with the amount of overnight stays 
growing every year. (Invest in Finland 2017a.) 
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International travel to Finland is on a strong growth path with an increase 
in international overnights by +17.7 % in 2016. International travel to 
Finland increased roughly a two percent from the previous year to a total 
of 7.7 million visits. Countries where Finland gets its most visitors are 
Russia, Sweden, Estonia, China, Japan and Germany. The main 
destination in Finland is usually Helsinki. (Invest in Finland 2017a.) The 
most notable feature of the accommodation statistics is the continuing 
growth in the number of overnight stays made by Asian tourists (Invest in 
Finland 2017c.) 
Finland has earned nominations among the hottest international 
destinations currently, being nominated for example by Lonely Planet, 
National Geographic Travel, Financial Times, Harper’s Bazaar and 
Bloomberg. Also, Vogue published a travel article about Helsinki titled 
‘Thinking of Going to Reykjavik (Like Everyone Else)? You Should Try 
Helsinki Instead’. Helsinki Airport (HEL) was ranked as the best airport in 
the world by eDreams in 2016, an online travel agency. (Invest in Finland 
2017b.) 
In 2015, Research and Analysis center Tak made a survey to see how 
likely tourists would recommend Finland on a scale from 1 to 10. First-time 
visitors were not as likely to recommend Finland as people who had visited 
Finland before. All and all results on recommending Finland were positive 
and the graphics can be seen in Figure 10. (Visit Finland  2015.) 
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From a touristic point of view, Finland is divided to four main areas. 
Finnish Lapland is an area of contrasts. In the north, the sun never rises 
during midwinter but shines around the clock at midsummer. Natural 
mightiness such as the northern lights and the midnight sun provide 
visitors with a holiday experience that is completely different to man-made 
attractions. Known as the pearl of the Baltic, Helsinki, is also based on 
contrasts. It is a meeting place of Eastern and Western Europe, a 
crossover that makes it an interesting city to visit. (Invest in Finland 
2017a.) 
Finland's Lakeland is the largest lake-district in Europe. Known as the 
‘’Land of Thousand Lakes’’, Finland has 187,188 lakes - more than any 
other country in the world in relation to its size. Finnish Lakeland is a go-to 
destination for all who love pure, clean waters, joined by meandering 
roads through forests and cultivated farm lands. Fourth main area is 
Finland’s coast that boasts the world’s largest archipelago. There visitors 
can find old wooden towns, lighthouses, historical manors, stone churches 
and large national parks stretching over land and sea. (Invest in Finland 
2017a.) 
Figure 10 Likeliness to recommend Finland 
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5.5 Marketing Finland 
The Visit Finland's conceptual identity is lead from four characteristics that 
describe Finland. The four C's of Finland, described in Figure 11 below, 
are Creative, Contrasting, Credible and Cool. (Jimenez 2017.) 
 
Figure 11 The four C's of Finland's identity (Jimenez 2017) 
 
Additionally, there are three themes that have been developed to 
represent Finland on the basis of Visit Finland’s core values: 
• ''Silence, please'' presents Finland as an opposite to the 
hectic daily life. Finland offers peace and quiet, and space to breathe, 
even in the heart of the city. This theme highlights that in Finland visitors 
can take things easy, stay at a cottage, enjoy a sauna, and explore an 
untouched natural environment. 
• ''Wild & Free'' highlighting the opportunities Finnish nature 
offers for special nature activities such as swimming in the lake after 
sauna, island hopping by boat, snowmobile and dog-sled safaris, or even 
a snowball fight in the city. 
• ‘’Cultural beat’’ stands for the uniqueness of Finnish culture 
and the global effects it brings, such as Finnish design, Santa Claus, 
heavy metal and delicious natural products. (Jimenez 2017.) 
Head of Marketing Heli Jimenez (2017) lines that the main target group of 
Finland consists of people who have travelled a lot and are seeking new, 
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fresh options. Instead of trying to please everyone, Visit Finland focuses 
on people whose values match with what Finland can offer. This target 
group has been named as ''Modern Humanists'' who appreciate quality of 
life, pure nature and responsibility.  
Modern humanists can be divided to three groups; Culture fans, who show 
an interest towards local traditions and history, Active families, who are 
ready to discover all the new experiences that Finland offers and Modern 
humanist couples, who view the experience as a trip to unknown. 
Particurarly active families’ and culture fans’ expectations and preferences 
are idyllic to what Finland offers for tourists. (Visit Finland 2014.) 
In 2015 Visit Finland released three new programs in the purpose of 
branding and marketing Finland as a tourist destination with innovative 
new ways. Stopover Finland is making Finland more attractive place for 
Asians travelling to other countries through Finland. Finrelax is focused on 
building Finland as a leading country in wellness, specially in German, 
Japanese and Russian markets. Archipelago program promotes Finnish 
archipelago internationally and gathers archipelago areas' travelling 
services together. These programs are all funded by Ministry of Economic 
Affairs and Employment of Finland. (Visit Finland 2016.) 
5.6 The centenary year 
Year 2017 marks the big year of Finland’s 100 years of independence. 
Nevertheless, Finnish people have for almost a hundred years engaged in 
the building of their country and making decisions together. Now Finland is 
lead into a new century with courage and determination. The centenary 
emphasizes Finland’s strengths, such as equality and democracy by 
offering Finns and friends of Finland diverse and international centenary 
program in Finland and abroad. Responsibility for the organization of the 
centenary year rests with the ‘Finland 100 Years’ project organization 
established in the Prime Minister’s Office. (SuomiFinland100 2017b.) 
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Finland 100 centenary year’s theme is ‘’Together’’ and its mission has 
been making all the Finns and friends of Finland to participate in building 
the year. Almost 3,500 projects were added to the programme offering 
already during the first two months of the year. In all, about one out of five 
events of Finland100 -programme are held abroad. During the year, a 
particular effort is made to highlight Finnish culture. Examples of that are a 
travelling exhibition presenting Finnish architecture and design in 
numerous locations in Europe, a Finnish sauna taking a trip around the 
United States, National Opera touring in Denmark and Japan and Finnish 
midsummer celebration organized in Berlin. (Finland Promotion Board 
2017.) 
According to Ministry for Foreign Affairs (2017a) during this year, more 
videos, infographics, articles and social media content, all centred on the 
Together theme of the centenary, are being produced. The topics will 
include the significant moments of the centenary year in Finland as well as 
Finland 100 projects and phenomena taking place abroad. 
For this year, Visit Finland has launched a special campaign ‘’The 
symphony of extremes, born from Finnish DNA’’ which is meant to 
demonstrate foreigners what being a Finn is about. The campaign is 
executed through their official websites and social media. This campaign 
examines questions like ‘’What is the core of being Finnish?’’, ‘’What are 
we like?’’, ‘’What things in our nature are particuraly Finnish?’’ and most of 
all ‘’How does this sound like?’’. (Visit Finland 2017.) 
The campaign has been described as something that has never been 
seen before. Along with the symphony this campaign presents themes 
related to traveling, Finnish culture and different seasons. Different areas 
of Finland are underlined based on the four seasons. Raw material for this 
have been the nature and Finns from all over Finland. Composition for this 
symphony is made by a Finnish band Apocalyptica. (Visit Finland 2017.) 
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6 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS 
6.1 Data collection 
This chapter presents detailed information about the data collection phase 
during the thesis writing process. The following figure presents different 
steps of data collection. The writing process started during the end of 
summer 2017. First step in writing was collecting existing information 
about country branding, tourism, Nordics and Finland as a country brand. 
 
Figure 12 Data collecting process 
 
Data collection for the theory part took the most time in writing this thesis. 
Country branding is relatively new concept and looking into specific 
country’s marketing efforts is not as easy as one could imagine. Lot of 
internet sources were used to get timely information and to support the 
theories written in books. After theoretical part it was important to get 
primary data, hence, start creating the survey. The survey was created in 
English to allow people from all over the world to participate. Answers of 
the survey are used as an information source in the research. Survey was 
launched via social media in the middle of September and was open for 
public until the first of November.  
The online survey gives an idea of the attitudes towards Finland and 
traveling to Finland. An online survey gives people the option of being 
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anonymous which can motivate respondents to be more honest with their 
answers. (Flick 2009, 203.) The goal of the survey was to keep it simple 
and fast to answer by making most of the questions closed-ended. 
However, in order to get more thorough research, some of the questions 
were made as open questions, letting respondets to share their thoughts 
freely. This gives more in-depht idea of the respondents’ opinions. (Flick 
2009, 204.) 
The survey was made for young people doing their student exchange or 
work in Europe. With distribution of the survey, it was important to take 
care that the survey was not knowingly distributed to persons who already 
had been in Finland or in other Nordic countries, as this could have been 
critical in terms of the results. The survey was created with Webropol and 
the link of the survey was posted to Alumni International Bielefeld 
University and to Language Exchange Club Gdansk (Trojmiasto) via 
Facebook. The link for the survey was shared by the author and by a few 
acquaintances of the author. The survey was also distributed directly to 
friends gained from the time that the author of this thesis was doing her 
exchange. In total 60 responds were received, which was enough for 
further analysis. 
6.2 Data Analysis of the survey 
First question was made to find out the gender of respondents. In this 
survey 38 respondents were females and 22 were males. Second question 
was designed to define the origins of those answering the survey. There 
were 28 countries presented: Belarus, Canada, Czech Republic, 
Dominican Republic, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, Indonesia, Ireland, 
Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, Pakistan, Poland, 
Portugal, Russia, Slovenia, South-Korea, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey, United 
Kingdom, Ukraine and United States. 
The next question was about the age distribution. Most of the people 
represented the age group from 22 to 25 years old. The second biggest 
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group was from 18 to 21. 11 of all the respondents were older than 29 
years. Only 6 people were in the category of 25-28 and none of the 
respondents were under 18. The results of the question can be seen 
below. 
 
Figure 13 Age distribution 
 
In fourth question it was important to determine the amount of countries 
the respondents have visited, since based on previous researches and 
VisitFinland’s marketing strategies, Finland is mostly targeted for people 
who have traveled a bit more. The most selected option was 5 to 10 
countries and the second most selected one was 10 to 20 countries. 10 of 
the respondents of the survey had only visited 1 to 5 countries and none of 
the respondents had visited more than 20 countries. Answers are 
presented with Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14 The amount of countries visited 
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After the basic questions regarding demographic issues of the 
respondents, the question concerning traveling preferences and priorities 
was asked. The respondents were asked to mark the importance of 
different factors during their planning of a trip. 12 different factors were 
given and rating scale was from one (really important) to five (not so 
important). The most important factor based on these results was safety, 
the second important was price and third important was culture and 
history. The least important factors according to this survey were weather 
and social media references. More detailed answers for this question are 
shown in the table below. 
 
Table 2 Travel decision factors 
 
 
To get knowledge about young traveler’s willingness to travel to Northern 
countries, the sixth question was aimed to determine the desirability of 
Northern part of Europe as a tourist destination compared to other parts of 
Europe. Respondents were asked to place four areas of Europe: southern, 
western, eastern and northern in order from one (where they would want 
to travel the most) to four (where they would want to travel the least). 
Example countries were implemented in all of the options. Averages were 
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counted based on the answers, as seen on Table 3. In this survey the 
northern part of Europe was seen as the most desirable tourism 
destination and the eastern part of the Europe as the least desirable 
tourism destination.  
 
Table 3 European destinations 
 
 
The seventh question asked about respondents’ earlier visits to Nordic 
countries. 31 people responded that they had never visited Nordic 
countries and 29 responded that they had visited at least one of the Nordic 
countries, as seen on Figure 15. For all the respondents who answered 
that they haven’t visited Nordics, there was an open question asking why. 
The most popular reasons for not visiting The Nordic countries yet were 
the high level of prices, lack of time or opportunities to visit and cold 
weather. 
 
Figure 15 Visiting Nordic countries 
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For all the people that answered that they had visited Nordic countries, 
there was an extra question to clarify which of the five Nordic countries 
they had visited. Based on the results Sweden was the most visited Nordic 
country with 18 people and both Finland and Denmark came second with 
14 people each. Norway was visited by 10 people and only 2 people had 
visited Iceland. As seen from the figure below, this extra question got 33 
answers even though in previous question only 29 people answered they 
had visited Nordic countries. 
 
Figure 16 Choosing the countries 
 
Ninth question in the survey was an open question asking what attractions 
do the respondents find interesting in Nordic countries. This question 
aimed to show the amount of knowledge and interest respondents had 
about these countries. In most of the answers nature was mentioned and 
nature related attractions like northern lights, landscapes, fjords, forests, 
lakes and winter activities were admired. Second thing that popped out 
from the answers was culture and history, lot of people mentioned 
museums, history with Scandinavian kings and vikings, cafeterias, Nordic 
way of living and cuisine. Nordic architecture, art and design were also 
found many times, some of the respondent even named specific buildings 
like the castle in Danish Royal Gardens and Helsinki Parliament House. 
Society, lifestyle and people gathered some responds as an attraction. 
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Respondents were naming blond haired kind people, well organized and 
functioning society and the general lifestyle in Nordics as interesting things 
to see. 
To get more information about respondent’s views on Finland, tenth 
question was also an open question asking the respondents to name five 
things they associate with Finland. Results are presented in the word 
cloud below. Word cloud was filtered to show all the words that appear 
more than twice in the results. The size of the words in this cloud is based 
on the frequence that this word was mentioned in the results; the bigger 
the word is the more times it was mentioned. The five most mentioned 
things that respondents associated with Finland were cold, snow, sauna, 
lakes and nature. 
 
Figure 17 Word cloud 
 
As social media has started to play an important role in the marketing 
sphere, it was important to ask participants if they have been reached by 
any form of promoting Finland in web and social media. Options given to 
respondents on this question can be seen in more detailed in the Figure 
18. More than a half of people, 32 respondents, answered that they had 
seen promotion about Finland on shares and likes from their friends. One 
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third, 20 respondents, said that they have not seen any material about 
Finland online. 14 respondents had visited official travel sites of Finland 
and the same amount of people had seen articles about Finland online. 
This question had also the option other, where two persons answered that 
they have received information from the Finnish Embassy and from a 
Finnish friend introducing Finland. 
 
Figure 18 Finland online 
 
Related to social media question, the next question asked the respondents 
if they knew about the celebration of 100 years of independency that 
Finland has this year. 44 people answered that they didn’t know about 
Finland’s celebration year and 16 people answered they knew. On an 
open question most of the people who answered yes, explained that they 
had heard about it from a friend. Just a couple had read about it from 
news or social media. Findings are presented with figure below. 
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Figure 19 Finland's anniversary year 
 
Last two questions were devoted directly into finding out respondet’s 
opinions of Finland as an attractive tourist destination. The second last 
question asked the respondents if they would place Finland as an 
attractive tourist destination. As seen below, 33 people agreed with 
Finland being an attractive tourist destination and 13 people strongly 
agreed with it. Nine people couldn’t decide and four people didn’t find 
Finland as an attractive tourist destination. Only one person disagreed 
strongly. 
 
Figure 20 Finland as an attractive destination 
 
The last question asked about people’s willingness to travel to Finland if 
there would be an opportunity. All people who responded to this survey 
answered that they would like to travel to Finland. 
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Figure 21 Visiting Finland 
 
Answers are presented in the figure above. An open question followed by 
answering ‘’yes’’ was meant to find out the motivations behind travelling to 
Finland. Respondents named a lot of different reasons to visit Finland. 
Most people’s motives to visit Finland were nature, getting to know the 
culture and history and visiting friends. Those who had traveled a lot 
mentioned that they would like to visit Finland because it’s something 
different compared to home or compared to countries they have visited 
before. Many people also mentioned that the image they have gotten from 
Finland is beautiful, interesting and inviting. Against some of the 
stereotypes, Finnish people were seen as warm and kind people, worth 
visiting for.  
6.3 Key findings 
The research found out many things on young travelers’ attitudes to Nordic 
countries and specially Finland. Some of the information gained via survey 
was already quite clear but also a lot of new, interesting aspects 
appeared. Considering nationalities, this survey reached more different 
nations than what was previously expected and from wider range than just 
Europe. Amount of countries visited were on the line with expectations, 
since a lot of young Erasmus students travel during their exchange or get 
the sparkle of traveling after it.  
The results considering the importance of different factors were surprising 
and conflicting with some previously made researches. Safety winning all 
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the other categories might have something to do with recent terror attacks 
and disturbances around the world, and specially in central Europe and 
Middle East. People are not feeling safe anymore when they are traveling 
to big tourist attractions or to areas where a lot of demonstrations have 
been held. 
Price being the second important option is understandable since this 
survey was aimed towards young people and students. The weather is 
usually one of the main selling factors in tourism industry and The World 
Tourism Organization (2017) sees weather and climate as “the most 
important influence on the choice of leisure travel destinations”. In this 
survey the results were quite opposite as the weather was rated as the 
least important factor. 
Low importance towards social media in this research was unexpected. 
This result was against some previously executed researches and against 
the expectations made before publishing the survey.  For example, one 
recent survey, conducted by home insurance company Schofields 
Insurance, asked over 1,000 UK adults aged between 18 and 33, what 
was the most important factor when choosing a holiday destination, and 
‘how Instagrammable the holiday would be’ was identified as the number 
one motivator. (Hosie 2017.) The same research gave also low scores to 
culture and history, whilst answerers on this survey placed culture and 
history to third most important place. 
Findings about interest towards Northern countries compared to other 
parts of Europe were unsuspected. The respondents chose Northern parts 
of Europe as a more desirable destination than any other. This result was 
contrary compared to some previous information. For example, in World’s 
largest travel site’s TripAdvisor’s list of top 25 European destinations 
(2016) none of the Northern countries are mentioned. Also, European Best 
Destinations (2017), the official website dedicated to the promotion of 
Europe’s destinations, has made a list of 10 best destinations to visit in 
Europe and none of the Northern countries or cities are in this list either. 
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The survey shows that young people’s interest towards Nordics is growing 
and maybe commercial travelling sites are following this trend and 
‘’finding’’ these destinations too in the future. 
Before the survey an assumption was that not many people answering to 
the survey would have visited Nordic countries before, but according to the 
survey, almost half of the respondents had visited at least one of the 
Nordic countries. Sweden has been the most popular country for tourists 
and the results gotten now agree with this. The order in popularity of these 
countries follow the same line as in EU statistical office Eurostat’s 
research (The Local Se 2017), except in this survey Finland was in the 
second place with Denmark instead of the last place.  
Attractions that were found interesting go well in line with the things that 
Nordic countries promote and what they are usually known for. Nature and 
capitals rose above the others, but also specific places in Finland and 
Lapland drew interest from the respondets. The survey shows that the 
respondents had a good background knowledge towards Nordics. No-one 
left their answer empty, and most people were capable of naming multiple 
and specific attractions from the countries. The overall culture and history 
of Nordics was recognized as well as the main characters of the nature 
and natural wonders this area holds. 
With word association question the five most popular words that came up; 
cold, snow, sauna, lakes and nature were expected results. As earlier in 
Nordic tourism part was presented, Finland is seen mostly as a winter time 
attraction, which might be the biggest reason for the words ‘’cold’’ and 
‘’snow’’. The knowledge of Finland among the respondents was good and 
some even surprised with their knowledge of famous Finns like the skier 
Kaisa Mäkäräinen or late Finnish military leader and statesman 
Mannerheim.  
The generalizations that could be made by words gotten in this question 
could be that Finland is a country which is close to nature and where 
nature comes first. The country is seen as clean, fresh and peaceful place. 
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Education, technology and Nokia have been trumps for the economy and 
image. People are kind and blonde, belonging to the Scandinavian group 
with vikings as ancestors. This country is a home to many heavy metal 
music bands and vodka. It’s a cold country with a lot of snow where Santa 
and Moomins like to live. 
This survey’s results backed up the four C’s that were presented about 
Finland’s identity. The conseptual identity of Finland is well presented with 
creativity, contrasts, credibility and coolness. Respondents unknowingly 
associated words belonging to these categories, which means that work 
with building the identity of Finland and choosing the right concepts to 
represent Finland, has been good. In this question it was also interesting 
to look at how respondents’ demographics played the role in their 
answers. Answerers from Asian countries like Taiwan and South Korea 
were mentioning Moomins and design and on the other hand people from 
Eastern countries like Ukraine, Russia and Belarus were highlighting 
Finlandia-vodka and expensiveness.  
In questions number 11 and 12, third of the people answering that they 
have not seen any promoting about Finland and more than two thirds 
answering that they didn’t know about Finland’s centenary year gives 
marketing a new gap to fill in. This result should be higher, since the aim of 
marketing teams for this year has been to make Finland visible and create 
more content to social media. And social media is typically seen as a 
channel to reach young audience. 
One fifth of people saying they had seen official pages of Finland on the 
web is a good result, since on October 2017 Visit Finlands page on 
Facebook had 478 705 followers and on Instagram 207 000 followers. 
Since shares from other people seem to be the most popular way of 
reaching people, the challenge is to create material worth of sharing and 
getting more followers. Based on the survey, news about Finland seemed 
to be a moderately good source of reaching people and getting them 
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interested. This is a positive thing because news about Finland usually 
present the country in a good light. 
Rating Finland as a tourist destination got a good result, since only 5 
people disagreed or strongly disagreed with the proposition. Gladly, all 
people answering the survey would be interested to visit Finland if the 
opportunity comes. This means that Finland is seen in a positive light in 
the minds of all respondents and that the country-brand work has 
succeeded at least on some aspects.  
The best channel to promote Finland seemed to be by Finns themselves. 
Content about Finland on social media was mostly seen from a likes and 
shares from friends. In the end lot of answerers said they know someone 
Finnish and that has grown their interest and knowledge towards Finland. 
Respondents were interested to see Finnish people or travel to Finland to 
visit their Finnish friends. 
Every Finn is an ambassador of Finland. 
(SuomiFinland100 2017a) 
Motives for visiting Finland tell a lot about respondents’ views about 
Finland. A lot of different reasons to visit Finland were named. Most 
people mentioned that the image they have gotten from Finland is 
beautiful, interesting and inviting. People wanted to visit Finland because 
of nature and natural attractions, getting to know the culture and history 
and visiting friends. For a part of the respondents, Finland was seen 
attractive because of the difference compared to home or compared to 
countries they have visited before. Overall, respondents usually named 
multiple reasons for visiting, which shows their level of willingness to 
experience Finland. 
Motives for visiting Finland were in agreement with the marketing themes 
Finland has. Nature and nature related activities were admired like in the 
theme ‘’wild and free’’ and ‘’culture beat’’ was covered as culture was 
mentioned with all it’s aspects; people, history, music, design and food.  
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Only one of the themes was left out in this survey. ‘’Silence, please’’, 
which is meant to present Finland as a counterpart to the hectic, ever-
accelerating rhythm of daily life, did not get any attention from the 
respondents. None of the answeres said quietness, relaxing or ease of life 
to be motivators for visiting Finland. This result might be due to 
respondents age. As a marketing target group being ‘’modern humanists’’ 
who have travelled a lot, respondets on this survey might be too young to 
be categorized in this group. Younger people doing their holidays have 
different priorities than older. As in question five, quiet and peace were not 
scored as an important factor when deciding holidays. 
6.4 SWOT Analysis 
After the survey and after all the information gained from the theoretical 
parts of this thesis, Finland’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats on country branding and tourism industry can be viewed in a new 
light with a help of SWOT analysis. 
SWOT analysis is an analytical method which is used to identify and 
categorize significant internal and external factors faced either in a 
particular area, such as an organisation, or a territory, region, country, or 
city. It provides information that is helpful in matching the country's 
resources and capabilities to the competitive environment and is therefore 
an important contribution to the strategic tourism planning and marketing 
process. (JRC European Comission 2017.) 
SWOT analysis in this thesis involves the collection and portrayal of key 
information about internal and external factors that have, or may have, an 
impact on the future of country branding and tourism in Finland. It 
generally provides a list of strengths, weaknesses, threats and 
opportunities identified and developed with the help of theoretical part 
collected and survey conducted. Strategic logic requires that the future 
pattern of actions taken should match strengths with opportunities ward off 
threats and seek to overcome weaknesses. (JRC European Comission 
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2017.) SWOT analysis is presented with the figure below and the findings 
are explained in more detail. 
 
 
Figure 22 Swot analysis 
 
6.4.1 Strengths 
One of the strengths of Finland’s tourism industry is the location as a 
neighbor to Russia. Russians form the largest foreign customer group in 
Finland. The potential of attracting more Russian tourists is high, since 
Finland shares a fast railway connection with St. Petersburg and the 
adjacent areas. For the past years, according to Nation Brand Index, 
Finland’s country brand has remained very positive in Russia. That might 
be the reason why the number of Russian tourists has been increasing 
every year. (Ministry of Employment and the Economy 2010.) 
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Finland is already known as a really nature friendly country, and this 
aspect is gaining even more recognition in the future. More and more 
people are beginning to understand that we need to sustainably manage 
our planet’s resources and ecosystems. This awareness has been growing 
for about a century and governments and corporations are being pushed 
both from within and by outside activists and consumers to pay more 
attention to the maintenance of our forests and seas. Publishing 
information about renewable energy, smart solutions in cleantech and 
recycling will get a lot of attention since the growing global trend lately has 
been eco-friendliness. This kind of media coverage gives productive, 
responsible, innovative and environmentally conscious image of Finland. 
People living in the area are also on their own way participating in making 
of the country brand. By nature, Finns are considered friendly, with a 
positive attitude towards foreigners. Above all, they are also seen as 
honest, hard-working and reliable. (Finland Promotion Board 2017.)  In the 
survey conducted with this research, respondents saw Nordic people and 
lifestyle as something admirable and Finnish people as warm and kind 
nation.  
Finland has built up an enviable record as a high-tech country over the last 
few decades. Functionality and innovations have been taking parts on 
building the country brand and in the future, they could be highlighted 
even more. Respondents of the survey recognized Finland as a country 
with good technology innovations and Nokia. The technology industry is 
the most important export industry in Finland. Technology companies 
operate in international markets, attracting income to Finland that is 
paramount to maintaining the welfare state, with operations constituting 
over 50% of all Finnish exports. Technology companies play a vital role in 
the future success of the country and the image they create for it. 
(Technology industries of Finland 2017.) 
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6.4.2 Weaknesses 
Awareness of Finland can still be counted as a weakness. Even though 
Finland was positively portrayed in the world media in 2016, in relation to 
the welfare state, the lack of corruption, well-functioning society, and 
overall high rankings in different comparisons, Finland remains to be small 
and relatively unknown country. Finland cannot become better known 
without active efforts to improve the image of the country in general and as 
a travel destination.  In countries nearby, i.e. in Sweden, Russia and 
Poland, people know a lot about Finland, whereas further away, such as in 
Brazil and India, the country’s reputation is on much more shaky territory. 
(The Country Brand Delegation Finland 2010.) 
Distance comes hand to hand with prices. Price was rated to be the 
second most important factor in the survey and the reasons for not visiting 
Finland yet were often prices or lack of time. Viewed from parts of the 
world other than Russia, Finland can be viewed as an island. Distances 
from other, non-Russian, parts of the world are longer than in the case of 
competing countries, which raises travel costs. Convenient air traffic links 
and moderate price levels are vital to Finland’s tourism. It would therefore 
be crucial to open up even more chartered transport links and new routes 
from abroad. (Ministry of Employment and the Economy 2010) 
The prices of Finnish tourism services are high on an European scale. As 
the survey revealed, international travelers have the image that Finland is 
a high cost country. High taxes and labour costs are one reason for this. 
When a foreign customer chooses a travel destination among countries of 
the same type, price plays a key role. Finland will never be a budget 
destination nor a mass tourism country, but price levels will still play a key 
role in Finland’s success as a travel destination. (Ministry of Employment 
and the Economy 2010) 
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6.4.3 Opportunities 
At the moment, shown by both theoretical part and survey, Helsinki and 
Lapland remain to be the most popular tourist destinations. Even though 
Helsinki has strengthened its international position, it needs support from 
other cities. This would benefit both parties. ‘’An attractive capital equals 
and attractive country’’, the best example of this is the amount of tourists 
Amsterdam draws to Holland. (Liimatainen 2017.)  On the other hand, 
global travel trends such as nature and wellness tourism are expected to 
spread tourism to wider areas inside Finland. The country’s vibrant but not 
previously widely recognized urban culture is also expected to attract new 
groups of travellers to the country. (Invest in Finland 2017c.) 
Reputation for tourism keeps growing, specially thanks to Lapland. Survey 
conducted with this research also showed that young travelers were 
interested in travelling to Nordic region in general and shared a willingness 
to travel to Finland, if they would have the chance. Almost all respondets 
saw Finland as an attractive tourism destination. The new nominations 
Finland has earned in 2016, as being one of the hottest international 
destinations currently, opens up new doors for the tourism industry and 
visibility of Finland.  
Since safety scored highest in the survey conducted, and terrorism attacks 
have been growing problem in all over Europe, Finland could benefit from 
marketing its safeness for tourists. In Travel and Tourism Competitiveness 
Report, published by the World Economic Forum (WEF), Finland was 
ranked to be the safest country in the world. Finland has also been ranked 
as the most stable and freest country with the least organized crime in the 
world. (Statistics Finland 2017.) These can build up to be huge 
advantages to Finland’s country brand and especially tourism industry in 
ever changing world with increasing safety threats. 
Finnish weather can be hard to market for foreigners. As the survey 
revealed, the general image of Finland is ‘’cold’’ and Finland is mostly 
seen as a winter destination. Weather is an important part of the ‘’tourism 
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package’’ that is being sold to foreigners. Finpro has taken a new 
approach to Finnish coldness, by marketing Finnish mild and rainy 
summers in countries like Arab Emirates where the hot and dry summers 
are getting unbearable. In addition, Indians and Chinese tourists have 
shared an interest towards Finnish weather, that differs a lot from what 
they are used to. Finpro aims to turn these before negatively seen features 
in Finnish weather into advantages. (Ziemann 2017.) 
In addition to tourism, there is currently an exceptionally good opportunity 
to develop Finland’s brand. According to the country brand expert Simon 
Anholt, Finland’s strengths are extremely well-suited to solving many 
global problems. Participating in solving problems is not only an 
opportunity to enhance awareness of Finland and the country’s reputation, 
it is also Finland’s obligation. (The Country Brand Delegation Finland 
2010.) Nordic countries have taken the lead as showing the way for others 
in many global issues, like equality, and Finland’s strong participation in 
this will give a lot of positive aspects to the overall image.  
6.4.4 Threats 
Finland is traditionally seen as a winter destination. Upcoming global 
warming has already its effects on Finland, but in the future, it will have 
more effect on Finnish winters than summers. Average temperatures will 
rise and the length of winter will shorten. Overall the weather is forecasted 
to be more cloudy and rainy. Climate change will impede traditional winter 
tourism operations particularly in Southern Finland where, more often, 
winter activities must be replaced by summer activities. Shorter and milder 
winters are likely to cause challenges to tourism businesses. (Ilmasto-
Opas 2017.) 
Finland, among the other Nordics has seen as the top 10 most hostile 
countries towards immigration. YouGov (2016) released a heap of new 
research about how people in countries all over the world feel about 
globalization and how it has affected their lives. The research group asked 
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respondents from 19 of the world's leading economies about issues like 
trade, culture, and patriotism. In one part of the survey, respondents were 
asked about the impact of immigration. Specifically, people were asked the 
following question: "Overall, do you think immigrants from other countries 
into (your country) have a positive or negative effect on the country?’’ Less 
than 25% of Finnish respondents said they feel positive about immigration. 
(Payne 2016.) 
Prior to this crisis with asylum seekers in 2015, Nordic countries had some 
of the most generous refugee and asylum policies in Europe. The Nordic 
governments started to reduce their desirability as destinations by 
tightening asylum benefits to the minimum standards. Welcoming or at 
least neutral climate of the Nordics seen in public has started to turn to 
hostile.  
This is reflected to populist parties growing and getting more public 
support. Beyond politics, Sweden, Finland, and Norway have also 
witnessed some physical attacks against asylum seekers, including 
suspected arson attacks on reception centers. (Tanner 2016.) Reports on 
Finland in world media showed that Finland also got some negative news 
coverage with Soldiers of Odin and with asylum seeker cases. The image 
of a country can suffer a lot if the country is not seen as welcoming country 
for foreigners or even hostile towards foreign people. 
Mega event phenomenon has gained high political and cultural 
importance. There are several types of mega events: expos, art and 
cultural events (international and national), sports and Olympic event type 
of mega events. Event tourism has become a new aspect in tourism 
industry, significantly impacting in country branding and the image of a 
host country. Currently, the mega events that attract most attention are 
sport events. Mega events as a branding and marketing tool is said to 
make the host countries more visible in international competition for 
foreign and domestic investments.  
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Only a couple of respondents in the survey named events to be an 
interesting attraction in Nordic region. Finland hasn’t hosted many mega 
events in the recent years, since the competition of getting such events is 
high and Finland is a rather small country. This year the main big event for 
Finland was Lahti Ski Games which gathered more than 220 000 people in 
12 days. Still, this can hardly be counted as a mega event, and there is 
room for improvement. Many cultural events held in Finland are targeted 
for domestic consumers and most cultural events are not pursuing foreign 
customers. At the moment, customer base in cultural events is mainly 
domestic. (Pasanen & Hakola 2009.) 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Answers to research questions 
The research is concentrated on the country branding of Finland in the 
eyes of the tourism section. The main goal was to understand how Finland 
is seen as a tourist destination and what are the efforts in country branding 
sector. That is why the main research questions are: 
1. How interesting is Finland seen as a tourist destination among 
young tourists and why? 
2. Are the efforts made by people working on Finnish country 
branding recognized by the audience of young travelers? 
The answers to the main questions are given in this chapter later on, but 
firstly, it is important to answer to sub-questions, which are presented 
below with answers. 
What is country branding? How country branding effects to a 
country? 
Very simply, country branding means applying corporate branding 
techniques to countries. Country branding aims to measure, build and 
manage the reputation of a country. It is essential for countries to 
understand how they are seen by others around the world, how their 
achievements and failures, their assets and liabilities, their people and 
products are reflected in their brand images. 
Brand image of a country has a profound impact on it’s social, cultural, 
economical and political destiny. A country’s good name doesn’t just help 
consumers make millions of everyday purchasing decisions, it affects 
much bigger decisions too; companies deciding where to build their 
factories, set up overseas operations, governments deciding where to 
spend their foreign aid budgets etc. Almost all countries have somebody 
responsible for coordinating country brand work and actors and bringing 
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together the country’s foreign ministry and the national travel promotion 
agency. 
Why is tourism important to a country? 
Travel and tourism’s impact on the economic and social development of a 
country can be enormous; opening it up for business, trade and capital 
investment, creating jobs and entrepreneurialism for the workforce and 
protecting heritage and cultural values. Modern tourism and development 
are closely linked to each other and comprise a rising number of new 
destinations. These have turned tourism into an important driver for socio-
economic progress. As tourism has become one of the major players in 
international trade, it represents at the same time one of the main income 
sources for many developing countries. Tourism also affects significantly 
to other sectors like commerce, transport and construction. 
What is the global image of Nordic countries? 
Generally, Nordic countries are known for their high quality of life, highly 
advanced social support systems and being the leaders on issues ranging 
from equality to environmental policies. Nature and nature related 
attractions like northern lights, landscapes, fjords, forests, lakes and winter 
activities are typically associated with Nordics. History with Scandinavian 
kings and vikings has started to gain more global recognization and these 
two factors rose also in the survey conducted. Nordic architecture, art and 
design are identified as simple and minimalistic. Overall image of society is 
well organized and functioning and people living in the area are described 
as blonde haired peaceful people. 
How is Finland seen abroad and what are the efforts to make Finland 
more visible? 
Finland’s reputation in the media is positive in most countries, and in some 
places Finland is even greatly admired. Based on the survey conducted, 
the image of Finland was positive and finnish people were also seen in a 
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good light. The things associated with Finland were mostly nature related 
and followed Visit Finland’s marketing aims.   
Finland's country brand work is a sum of many actors. Finland's Promotion 
Board is bringing together key country-brand actors and coordinating all 
the activities. Promoting the interests of Finland and Finns abroad, are the 
main tasks for the people working in country branding. Missions, controlled 
by Ministry for Foreign Affairs, are doing multiple type of activities for 
Finland domestically and abroad. Public diplomacy is done mostly all 
through the media and culture but also through other means of promotion 
and influence.  
Visit Finland has gained more followers on their sites in all over social 
media and during the last years they have created new strategies to make 
Finland stand out as a touristic destination. They are spreading a unique 
picture of Finland; its culture, people, traditions and nature.  
How interesting is Finland seen as a tourist destination among young 
tourists and why? 
Based on the survey, it’s safe to say that Finland is seen as an interesting 
destination for young travelers. 46 people, out of 60, agreed or strongly 
agreed with Finland being an attractive tourist destination. All of the 
respondents were willing to travel to Finland if they got the opportunity. 
Most people’s motives to visit Finland were nature, getting to know the 
culture and history and visiting friends or making some new friends by 
getting to know Finnish people. One great reason to visit Finland was that 
it’s something different compared to respondents’ home or compared to 
countries they had visited before. Most people also mentioned that the 
image they have gotten from Finland is beautiful, interesting and inviting.  
Are the efforts made by people working on Finnish country branding 
recognized by the audience of young travelers? 
The efforts are recognized, but not with their full potential. Only about a 
half of people, 32 respondents, answered that they had seen promotion 
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about Finland on shares and likes from their friends. This number doesn’t 
consist only pages designed by people working on Finland’s country 
branding, but also material provided by other sources. One third, 20 
respondents, said that they had not seen any material about Finland 
online. As the main source on reaching young people is social media, 
there is some work to do with this aspect.  
However, this survey’s results backed up the four C’s that were presented 
about Finland’s identity. The conseptual identity of Finland is well 
presented with creativity, contrasts, credibility and coolness. Respondets 
unknowingly associated words belonging to these categories which means 
that work with building the identity of Finland and choosing the right 
concepts to represent Finland has been good. 
Motives for visiting Finland were in agreement with the marketing themes 
Finland has. Nature and nature related activities were admired like in the 
theme ‘’wild and free’’ and ‘’culture beat’’ was covered as culture was 
mentioned with all it’s aspects; people, history, music, design and food. 
Only one of the themes was left out in this survey: ‘’Silence, please’’. Visit 
Finland has raised it’s marketing to correct level and picked up the 
strengths from Finland that interest larger audience. Nonetheless, the 
result gotten from the survey can not be counted just for the benefit of 
these marketing themes. The results are likely affected by Finland’s overall 
country brand developed during centuries, and not just because of the 
marketing themes chosen recently. 
7.2 Validity and reliability 
Validity and reliability are important concepts, and together prove the level 
of accuracy considering the research. Validity refers to the credibility of the 
research. Validity measures the scope to which the findings of the 
research correspond to the original goal of the thesis and answers the 
given research questions. If data provided is valid, it must also be reliable. 
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Reliability measures the extent to which the research could be executed 
again, and whether comparable results would be gained in doing so. 
The data was collected from both primary and secondary sources. Primary 
sources included the survey conducted by the author to gain a deeper 
level of understanding about the attitudes towards Finland and traveling to 
Finland that young travelers have. Only credible and up-to-date websites 
were preferred. Secondary sources included online sources and various 
written academic publications such as books, e-books and magazine 
articles. The survey conducted yielded noteworthy results, however the 
reliability should be considered when inspecting the amount of 
respondents. 
Due to the small sampling, the results cannot be considered certain, and 
to get more reliable answer, the same survey should be completed with a 
bigger sampling. Also, as the research is case-oriented, the results can be 
different if another country is studied. Nevertheless, the survey was 
successful in dividing the opinions, and gaining a real view about the 
image young tourists have of Finland and about their willingness to travel 
there Taking into account all the mentioned factors, the author considers 
this research valid, and is certain that it would yield equal results if 
repeated. 
7.3 Suggestions for future research 
Since country branding is a relatively new concept, there is a lot of room to 
be fulfilled in this field. More people looking into this concept and 
executing new researches could gain new persepectives and discoveries 
among the whole field. All the countries are different and each and every 
one of them has a different approach and methods to country branding. 
As was mentioned previously, this study is aimed at young tourists from all 
over the world. Therefore, further research on Finland’s country brand 
could concentrate on different age groups or specific nationalities. Also 
researches with comparing Finland’s country brand and desirability as a 
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tourist destination to some other country could be executed. Deeper 
research and new outcomes could be beneficial for Visit Finland’s 
marketing strategies. Finland’s country branding could be also reviewed 
from other other points of view, such as political, culture or business 
points. 
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8 SUMMARY 
The purpose for the thesis work was to define Finland’s country brand 
using tourism among young travelers as a measurement tool. In the 
beginning of the study, the basic theoretical concepts of country branding 
and tourism industry and all relevant aspects included to them were 
introduced.  
To summarize the first chapter, country branding is an act of applying 
corporate branding techniques to countries. Country branding aims to 
measure, build and manage the reputation of a country and it forms the 
overall image of a country. Brand image of a country has a profound 
impact on it’s social, cultural, economic and political destiny. Almost all 
countries have somebody responsible for coordinating country brand work 
and actors brought together by the country’s foreign ministry and national 
travel promotion agencies. 
Three sections of a brand were discussed: image, identity and positioning. 
Brand equity was introduced as a significant factor in the theory and 
practice of branding. Shortly, brand equity refers to the value of a brand. 
As founded with the help of existing literature, there is no universal 
template for country branding strategy, as countries are all different. 
Additionally, country branding is a relatively new concept and it takes 
exploring of different strategies to achieve one’s goals. Tourism branding 
and promotion can best be developed in the context of successful country 
branding and promotion. 
The main measurement for country branding in this thesis was tourism. 
Tourism has become one of the fastest growing industries and it was 
important to understand its effects to a country in this study. Modern 
tourism and development are closely linked to each other and comprise a 
rising number of new destinations. These have turned tourism into an 
important driver for socio-economic progress. Today, the business volume 
of tourism is the same or even bigger than in oil exports, food products or 
automobiles. 
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Tourism is generated by two major powers – demand and supply and it 
includes many geographic, economic, environmental, social and political 
dimensions. Tourism industry can be described as a dynamic and highly 
competitive industry and it relies greatly on careful planning and different 
strategies that should be constantly measured and developed. Tourism 
marketing has adopted many characteristics from other marketing plans. 
The difference with marketing is, that tourists are exposed to areas goods 
and services for a short time, because of their limited time spend on the 
location. 4P’s of the marketing mix was implemented to help the reader to 
get a better understanding of marketing in tourism section. In the end of 
chapter three, social media’s importance as a marketing tool in tourism 
industry was presented. 
Before conducting the empirical research, it was relevant to include 
chapters gathering basic information of both Nordics and Finland. As the 
purpose for the thesis work was to define Finland’s country brand it is 
important that the overall image of Nordics as a group was presented. 
These five Nordic countries discussed in the chapter; Denmark, Iceland, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden, form one of the largest regions in Europe, 
but are home to only around 24 million people. Two important values that 
these countries are known for are equality and responsibility. Nordics are 
on top on many international rankings and have one of the most highly 
educated populations in the world. 
An important thing connecting the countries is the co-operation between 
each other. The main official bodies of Nordic cooperation are the Nordic 
Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers. Nordic prime ministers have 
agreed that Nordic countries should have a mutual identity and even a 
brand. A vision ‘’Together we are stronger’’ is based on four key factors: 
Nordics without borders, Nordic innovativity, Visible Nordics and 
Accessible and outgoing Nordics. Althought relatively small in terms of 
population, Nordic countries are significant international tourism market for 
a number of destinations with nature being amongst the biggest attractions 
across the entire region. 
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After getting the bigger picture of Nordic countries, it was time to focus on 
the main country in this thesis: Finland.  Common information and facts 
about Finland was introduced in the beginning of fourth chapter which led 
to the introduction of country brand work. During the time of millennium, 
three most important things contributing a change to Finland's country 
image were the rise of Nokia, the effects of the collapsed Soviet Union, 
and Finland’s admission to the EU.  
Nowadays Finland's country brand work is a sum of many actors. The job 
for Finland's Promotion Board is to bring together key country-brand actors 
and coordinate all the activities. Diplomatic missions play an important role 
as a channel of communicator for various audiences in the host country, 
displaying them the society, people and culture of Finland and conveying 
Finland’s opinion on different issues. Finland’s reputation in the media has 
been positive in most countries and remained mainly unchanged during 
the last years. 
For several successive years revenue generated by tourism has risen to 
about 14 billion euros. International travel to Finland is on a strong growth 
path. The main destination in Finland is usually Helsinki. The most notable 
feature of the accommodation statistics is the continuing growth in the 
number of overnight stays by Asians. From touristic point of view Finland 
is divided to four main areas: Lakeland, Lapland, archipelago and the 
capital area. 
The Visit Finland's conceptual identity is lead from four characteristics that 
describe Finland. The four C's of Finland are Creative, Contrasting, 
Credible and Cool. Additionally, there are three themes that have been 
developed to represent Finland on the basis of Visit Finland’s core values. 
The main target group of Finland’s marketing consists of people who have 
travelled a lot and are seeking new, fresh options. Instead of trying to 
please everyone, Visit Finland focuses on people whose values match 
with what Finland can offer. This target group has been named as 
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''Modern Humanists'' who appreciate quality of life, pure nature and 
responsibility. 
Finland’s centenary year was discussed in the end of chapter four and the 
additional twist that it brings to Finland’s marketing and visibility was 
presented. More material centred on the Together theme of the centenary, 
has been spread during all year. The topics has been including the 
significant moments of the centenary year in Finland as well as Finland 
100 projects and phenomena taking place abroad. 
To gain answers for all the research questions, an empirical research was 
conducted after all the theoretical chapters. A survey was made for young 
people doing their student exchange or work in Europe. In total 60 
responds were received and they came from 28 different nationalities. The 
survey conducted revealed key elements about target audience’s views of 
Finland. Answers were reveiled and main points were highlighted in data 
analysis part. Key findings presented more detailed views about the 
answers received and how they matched with theoretical part and 
expectations made before starting.  
SWOT Analysis was conducted to gather and divide all the gained 
information together. It helps the reader thoroughly understand the 
different dimensions of the results collected from theoretical and empirical 
part by presenting a viewpoint of the operations from a different angle. 
This analysis can be used in the future as a part of tourism’s and country 
branding’s planning process.  
Finally, conlusions were presented and research questions answered. 
Assumption in the beginning was that young people in Europe generally 
know about Finland, but don’t find it as an attractive holiday destination. 
This thesis work proved this assumption to be wrong. All people answering 
to this survey were willing to travel to Finland and 75% agreed or strongly 
agreed with Finland being an attractive destination to travel to. Things 
mentioned about Finland were positive and most people were willing to 
give multiple motives for visiting.   
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Survey’s results backed up the four C’s that were presented about 
Finland’s identity. The conseptual identity of Finland is well presented with 
creativity, contrasts, credibility and coolness. Respondets unknowingly 
associated words belonging to these categories which means that work 
with building the identity of Finland and choosing the right concepts to 
represent Finland has been good. 
Motives for visiting Finland were in agreement with the marketing themes 
Finland has. Nature and nature related activities were admired like in the 
theme ‘’wild and free’’ and ‘’culture beat’’ was covered as culture was 
mentioned with all it’s aspects; people, history, music, design and food. 
Only one of the themes was left out in this survey: ‘’Silence, please’’. Visit 
Finland has raised it’s marketing to correct level and picked up the 
strengths from Finland that interest larger audience. Nonetheless, the 
result got from the survey can not be counted just for the benefit of these 
marketing themes. The results are likely affected by Finland’s overall 
country brand developed during centuries, and not just because of the 
marketing themes chosen recently. 
The main findings that the study stated were that Finland is seen as an 
attractive tourist destination and its characteristics are widely recognized. 
Work that Team Finland is doing among country branding is good, but not 
reaching its full potential yet. 
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APPENDIX 
Survey about Finland as a country brand 
The purpose of this survey is to find out public opinion about Finland as a 
national brand and to find an answer to the question, is Finland an attractive 
touristic destination. The questioner was created as a part of a Bachelor 
thesis in Lahti University of Applied Sciences. The survey is completely 
anonymous. 
1. Gender *
Male 
Female 
2. Nationality *
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
3. How old are you? *
Under 18 
18-21 
22-25 
25-28 
29 or older 
4. How many countries have you visited? * 
1-5
5-10 
10-20 
20 or more 
5. Rate these factors based on how important they are when you are deciding
your trip: *
(1 = really important, 5= not so important) 
1 2 3 4 5 
Safety  
Price  
Weather 
Transportation 
Nature 
Attractions  
Culture and history  
Quiet and peace 
Environmental responsibility - cleanliness 
Pictures and references seen on social media  
Opinions of friends and family  
Finding a new and exotic place not many people have visited 
yet  
6. Rate these destinations from 1-4 based on where you would like to travel in
Europe: *
(1 = where you would want to travel the most, and 4 = where you would want to travel the least) 
1 2 3 4 
Southern Europe (Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece) 
Western Europe (Germany, UK, Austria, Switzerland) 
Eastern Europe (Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Russia)  
Northern Europe (Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Norway) 
7. Have you ever visited the Nordic countries? * 
Yes 
No (why?) 
________________________________ 
8. Which countries from the list have you visited?
Finland 
Sweden 
Denmark 
Norway 
Iceland 
9. What attractions do you find interesting in Nordic countries? *
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
10. Please name five things that come to your mind first when you think about
Finland: *
______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 
11. Where on the web or social media have you seen materials about
promoting Finland? *
(Multiple answers are accepted) 
Official pages made about Finland like: www.visitfinland.com 
Official Pages of Finland in social media (Visit Finland in Twitter, 
Instagram and Facebook) 
Humoristic pages in Facebook like “Very Finnish Problems” or 
‘’Funland’’ 
Shares from friends on social media 
Finnish companies’ and organizations’ websites 
In different news articles online 
I have not seen any material about Finland online 
Other 
________________________________ 
12. Did you know/have you heard or read that this year is Finland’s celebration
year of 100 years of independence? *
Yes, from where 
________________________________ 
No 
13. Would you say that Finland is an attractive tourist destination? * 
Strongly agree 
Agree 
Can't decide 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree 
14. If you had an opportunity, would you visit Finland? * 
Yes, (why?)
________________________________ 
No, (why?)
________________________________ 
